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Are all advantages temporary  ● Experts v Dreamers 

Are experts really “experts” at all?  Are “experts” increasingly incorrect and irrelevant?

In the early 1980s, McKinsey created a forecast for AT&T of how many cellular phones would be in use in the 

world in 2000. McKinsey forecast was 900,000. The actual number was greater than 100 million.

In June 2007, former CEO Steve Ballmer of Microsoft Corporation said in an interview with USA Today that 

there is “no chance that the iPhone is going to get any significant market share. No chance, at all. 

It’s a $500 subsidized item”. The iPhone is approaching 50% market share in the US. 

Mary Meeker of Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers produces a yearly report, Internet Trends, which is the tech

bible. Its May 2013 report analyzed the leading players in social media and made predictions on the future of 

mobile technologies. It did not even mention WhatsApp. Facebook acquired WhatsApp for $19 billion in 2014. 

This was the largest acquisition in the history of a venture-backed company. It was not even on Mary’s radar.
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Grand Challenges
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Grand Challenges

In 1854, Ferdinand de Lesseps obtained a concession from Sa'id Pasha, the Khedive of Egypt and Sudan, to create a company to construct 

a canal open to ships of all nations. De Lesseps convened the Commission Internationale pour le percement de l'isthme des Suez consisting 

of 13 experts from seven countries. The commission produced a unanimous report in December 1856 containing a detailed description of 

the canal complete with plans and profiles. The Suez Canal Company (Compagnie universelle du canal maritime de Suez) came into being 

on 15 December 1858 and work started on the shore of the future Port Said on 25 April 1859. International opinion was sceptical and 

Suez Canal Company shares did not sell well overseas. Britain, United States, Austria and Russia did not buy a significant number of 

shares. All French shares were quickly sold in France. A contemporary British sceptic claimed:

One thing is sure our local merchant community doesn't pay practical attention at all to this grand work and it is legitimate to doubt that 

the canal's receipts could ever be sufficient to recover its maintenance fee. It will never become a large ship's accessible way in any case.

The British government had opposed the project from the outset to its completion. The canal opened on 17 November 1869. 

The first ship through the canal was the British P&O liner Delta. Although L'Aigle was officially the first vessel through the 

canal, HMS Newport, captained by George Nares, passed through it first. On the night before the canal was due to open, Captain Nares 

navigated his vessel, in darkness and without lights, through the mass of waiting ships until it was in front of L'Aigle. When dawn broke 

the French were horrified to find that the Royal Navy was first in line and that it would be impossible to pass them. Nares received both 

an official reprimand and an unofficial vote of thanks from the British Admiralty for his actions in promoting British interests and 

demonstrating such superb seamanship. 

After the opening the Suez Canal Company was in financial difficulties. Less than 500 ships passed during the first few years. External 

debts forced Said Pasha's successor, Isma'il Pasha, to sell his country's share in the canal for £4 million (about £86 million in 2013) to the 

United Kingdom in 1875 but French shareholders still held the majority. Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli was accused by William Ewart

Gladstone of undermining Britain's constitutional system, because he had not obtained consent from Parliament when purchasing the 

shares with funding from the Rothschilds. 

In 2012, nearly 20,000 ships used The Suez Canal. On an average, 50 ships navigate the canal daily, carrying more than 300 million tons of 

goods per year. On August 5, 2014, President Sisi of Egypt announced the building of a new Suez Canal project to add 45-mile parallel lane 

to allow more ships to use this freight transportation option (www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/05/egypt-build-new-suez-canal).
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THE INDUSTRIAL INTERNET

Things, Objects, Processes Connect Function, Service, Value

EVOLUTION
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THE NEXT REVOLUTION ??

BOSCH



INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF SMART THINGS

OS
open standards

open source



The content presented here was collected from various sources to serve as an 

overview. This tutorial is not an original contribution by the author and it is 

grossly incomplete. But, it may provide some basic clues about the amorphous 

concepts underlying the next wave of progress which includes the industrial 

internet (which, in turn, partially includes the Internet of Things as well as the 

Internet of Everything). This discussion excludes several important concepts – for 

example – what is not included in the internet of everything and cyber-physical 

systems (CPS). Networked cyber-physical systems (nCPS) are a part of the 

evolving future of the industrial internet which will converge to impact energy, 

healthcare, security, manufacturing, transportation and other verticals. CPS will be 

discussed in a separate presentation. Time centricity in CPS is an important 

attribute which may not be as critical in IoT or even in some of the industrial 

internet applications which are in “real time” but does not require robust time 

guarantees. In true CPS, the semantics of time and time criticality is key, for 

example, autonomous regulation of cardiac pacemakers or jet engine performance 

monitoring to control turbine efficiency, temperature & fuel consumption in-flight.

HOW INCOMPLETE IS THIS TUTORIAL ?  MANAGING EXPECTATIONS



The historical context



Industrial Growth over 2000 years: measured as global GDP per capita (in US$)

GE traces its beginnings to Thomas A. Edison, who created the light bulb and established Edison Electric Light Co in 1878. 

In 1892, a merger of Edison General Electric Co and Thomson-Houston Electric Co created General Electric Company (GE).

GE is the only company listed in the Dow Jones Industrial Index today that was also included in the original index in 1896.

First electricity generating station opened at Niagara Falls in 1895 and transmitted electricity 20 miles away to Buffalo, NY. 

Distribution used two-phase AC techniques invented by Nikola Tesla and it was more efficient than previous AC systems.

1,000

10,000

Angus Maddison



The gradual emergence …
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A milestone - Diffusion of the Internet - NetDay 1996  

President Bill Clinton installing computer cables with Vice President Al Gore on NetDay at Ygnacio Valley High School (Concord, CA - Mar 9, 1996)



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ▪ SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium ▪ Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 15

Another First in San Francisco 

Public Schools in 1996-1997

Felicia Voss, Student at Thurgood Marshall

Another milestone – Internet as an Infrastructure   



20 years later – Connectivity Costs – The Long March Ahead

359,575,234 (~27%)

7,016,538

124,159,302

3,577,091

38,817,437

10,444,784 (~87%)

ITU
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Conceptual advances adds to the Wealth of Nations for about 100 years

It takes 30 years for ideas to gain traction before they grow exponentially. If 1995 is considered 

the DOB for the commercial internet, then the Industrial Internet may reach that stage by 2025.   

Commercial
Internet



Sum of Parts – The Combination of the Industrial Revolution with the Evolution of the Internet

Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)



The Industrial Internet
Economic Value from the Management of Information Entropy and Application of the Cybernetics Approach 

Dr Shoumen Datta

∑(IoT, CoT, IoE, IoP, D2B, D2D, M2M, O2O, P2P, V2V)

RFID
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COMPANY (founded) 2013 SALES ($ B) MKT CAP ($ B) EMPLOYEES ('000) Sales per Employee

GE (1892) 147.36 243.74 305 $483,000

IBM (1911) 104.51 239.53 467 $224,000

AT&T (1875) 127.43 200.06 242 $527,000

INTEL (1968) 53.34 128.76 105 $508,000

CISCO (1984) 47.25 116.9 67 $705,000



Morgan Stanley



unique visitors / month (millions)

comScore, 2013



At the beginning …



At the beginning - How did the IoT concept / industrial internet start ?

The industrial internet started with the birth of Internet of Things 

The grand vision of the Industrial Internet may have started circa 1988 with the work of Mark Weiser of 

Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (XPARC) who predicted that computers may “weave themselves into 

the fabric of everyday life” and influence the future of business as well as lifestyle technologies, in his 

1991 article in the Scientific American. The release of the commercial internet in 1995 paved the way 

for the Industrial Internet of the future. In 1998, Sanjay Sarma (MIT) extended the idea of using RFID 

tags on objects for track and trace purposes. To make it feasible for businesses to use RFID tags in the 

management of their supply chains, the price of the RFID tag had to be reduced, significantly. Sarma

suggested RFID tags contain only a reference number (electronic product code) rather than any actual 

data about the object. It was against the conventional wisdom. At the time, RFID tags were used and 

designed to contain data about the object or product. By eliminating need for data storage on the tag, 

the cost of the RFID tags were reduced. Sarma designed the EPC to act as an unique URL to access the 

object data stored on the Internet. In 1999, Sarma along with colleagues David Brock and Sunny Siu    

co-founded the Auto ID Center to transform this vision made possible by the “emerging” medium and 

the platform of the internet. The internet was still in its infancy and immature to act as a catalyst to 

augment business processes and industrial productivity. Sarma, Brock and Siu were later joined by  

Kevin Ashton who was loaned to the Auto ID Center at MIT from Proctor & Gamble. Auto ID Center at 

MIT developed the EPC and other technical concepts and standards prevalent today in the global RFID 

industry. Sarma, Brock and Ashton coined the term Internet of Things which envisioned objects /things 

connected to object-specific data on the internet which could be accessed using the unique EPC on the   

tag attached to the object. IoT is a vision, not a technology. In 2000, a paper by Sarma et al gave birth to 

that IoT concept. Please download (MIT-AUTOID-WH-001) THE NETWORKED PHYSICAL WORLD from 

this link http://tinyurl.com/Industrial-Internet (this folder contains many papers). Professor Sarma

talked about the IoT at the MIT Sloan Symposium. It is on YouTube http://tinyurl.com/MIT-IoT-1998

I was a part of the Auto ID initiative since 2001 as a member of the Technology Board at Auto ID Center.   



What does it “look” like …





Are any one these illustrations representative of the Industrial Internet 

or the IoT (Internet of Things) or the Internet of Everything (IoE) ?  

It is difficult to include the innumerable elements and all dependencies 

in context of the user and the connectivity (required at the point of use).

Robot-aided

Manufacturing

Harley-Davidson



Is there a key characteristic …



CONNECTIVITY
key for the Industrial Internet 

“Attempting to define precisely what is included or excluded

is a fruitless exercise. It is a matter of emphasis and focus. ”

Social Network Graph

C O N N EC T



CONNECTED – Big Brother using QR code ? 

British Embassy, Beiijing



CONNECTED – Big Brother meets Big Mother 



CONNECTED inside 



CONNECTED outside 

key for the Industrial Internet 

Security

Camera Weight X-ray

Goods

RDC

Facial

Recognition



CONNECTED → BITS (DIGITAL DATA) to ATOMS (THE PHYSICAL WORLD) 



ERP
CRM

RFID

Website

Network 

Switches

Social Media
Billing

VarietyVelocityVolume

50x

35 ZB

20202010

30 billion + 
RFID sensors

80% of data 
unstructured

CONNECTED → ALL DATA 



� 2003 - the industrial internet ideas in my book chapter.                                         

MIT Library → http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/41908

� 2003 – framework of analytics (published paper in 2007).                                                                                                   

MIT Library → http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/41906

� 2007 – context, semantics, connectivity (published paper in 2012).                                

MIT Library → http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/41902

� 2007 – illustration of industrial internet in my working paper.

MIT Library → http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/41900

� 2008 – illustration published by European Supply Chain Group. 

MIT Library  http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/57508

Vast number of people continue to extend the concept of connectivity

References to some of my earlier thoughts on topics related to the internet of things. A few of the concepts 

may find some use within the context of the industrial internet products, services and analyses of big data. 

EGG MINDER by Rafael Hwang • QUIRKY + GE

C O N N EC T
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What can you do with connected data? Automate insurance underwriting!  



Early influencers …



My concepts, suggestions and applications were influenced by a few key collaborators 



My concepts, suggestions and applications were influenced by a few key collaborators 

Dr Joe Salvo

GE Global Research

World Customs Organization (Brussels, 2006)



���� General Paul Kern

Commanding General

US Army Materiel Command

US Department of Defense

http://www.cohengroup.net

My concepts, suggestions and applications were influenced by a few key collaborators 



My concepts, suggestions and applications were influenced by a few key collaborators  

Dr Sokwoo Rhee (1-179 MIT, 2009)  



My concepts, suggestions and applications were influenced by a few key collaborators  

Helsinki, 2006  

JrJung Lyu, Kajunori Miyabayashi, Sokwoo, Rhee, Reuben Slone, Louis Brennan, Finn Kydland, Pekka Vepsalainen, Peter Koudal



The idea of CONNECTIVITY between the edge and the core

My premature suggestions …



Dr Shoumen Datta, MIT 

<shoumen@mit.edu>
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Real Time Data
Streaming Data, Continuous Queries

D2B/RFID/UWB/O2O
Object Oriented Hardware

Service (Value) Supply Chain

Semantic Grid
Web Portal

dERP
GRID

Internet  0 
Internet  1 
Internet  2 

A
G
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N
T
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S E C U R I T Y

MEMS / NEMS
Intel Motes, Crossbow

From

an office

in Shinzen, 

China, you log

on a SDR reader in 

a warehouse in USA, 

to check if your products 

arrived on-time. They did. 

You also get to know that

your distributor in Santiago, 

Chile and retailer in Espoo,

Finland also checked the delivery 

status, moments before you logged on.

Bits, Atoms, Decisions

Right-Time

Analytics

SDR Data Interrogators as Ubiquitous Internet Appliance

IPv6

Datta 2003 , Datta 2008

Illustration of Industrial Internet circa 2003-08 → Internet 0 Ubiquitous Infrastructure  



Internet  0 
Internet  1 
Internet  2 

Bits, Atoms, Decisions

Datta 2003 , Datta 2008

Illustration of Industrial Internet circa 2003-08 → Internet 0 ← About Small Data  

Lost in hype ?

This illustration uses the concept of Internet 0, Internet 1 and Internet 2.

The purpose was to indicate that small amounts of data (0) can be as 

important as “big” data in transactions, updates, control parameters, 

autonomous response and anything else that may be instantiated based 

on data (“bit dribbling” was the term used by N Gershenfeld & R Krikorian).

Internet 1 referred to standard data  volume (neither small or too big) and

Internet 2 was implied to be the future “fat pipe” carrying high volume of data.

In the opinion of the author, the value and significance of small data (2003) 

appears to have been overshadowed by the hype/buzz from big data (2013).
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Dimensions of the IoT and Industrial Internet circa 2005
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Company
Portal

Store

Data 

Business

Networks

Social

Networks

Partners

Apps

API

After a decade – This is the 2013 perspective of edge-core data from www.apigee.com

Anything different?



A current version …



Gradual evolution of the internet of things (IoT) which (in this version) embraces the 

internet of everything (IoE), internet of people (IoP), M2M and the Industrial Internet 

Stephen Mellor

“Attempting to define precisely what is included or excluded is a fruitless exercise – it is a matter of emphasis and focus.”



The Elusive Quest

for Standards and Interoperability



Which group may catalyze the move from the austerity of standards to the prosperity from interoperability? 

1. Thread
Developed by Google's Nest Labs, ARM and Samsung, it expects to build a low-power mesh network as an alternative to Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and 

more. It use 2.4GHz unlicensed spectrum, it is built on existing standards, such as IEEE 802.15.4, IETF IPv6 and 6LoWPAN. Therefore, existing 

devices which use ZigBee / 6LoWPAN can easily migrate. It already connects more than 250 products on the market and has partnered with 

Mercedes-Benz, Whirlpool and light bulb maker LIFX. Big Ass Fans, Silicon Labs, Freescale and Yale Security are other founding members.

2. Open Interconnect Consortium
Defining the wireless connectivity to enable billions of devices to connect with each other. Set up (7/14/2014) by Intel, Dell and Samsung it also 

include Atmel, Broadcom, Wind River and others. It is currently focusing on smart home and office technologies but plans to target vertical 

sectors like automotive and health care. It expects to certify devices compliant with its standards.

3. AllSeen Alliance
Led by the Linux Foundation and Qualcomm plus big names like LG, Sharp, Panasonic, Cisco and Microsoft. There are 51 organisations in this 

alliance (as of July 2014) pushing for IoT standards.

4. HyperCat
A group of 40 UK-based companies, including IBM, ARM and BT, have developed an IoT standard called Hypercat, an interoperability layer that 

allows devices, such as lamp posts and smart meters, to interact with each other. Like an address book, it lets applications ask data hubs what 

types of data it holds and what permission it needs to ask them, making sense of it without human aid. It can browse machines, search by 

metadata and uses standards such as HTTPS. It was developed by 40 UK-based tech firms, including IBM, Intel and ARM, startups and universities 

that joined 12 months ago with £6.4m grant from the Technology Strategy Board (TSB) of the UK government.

5. HomeKit
Apple announced a software platform it claims will allow devices, such as locks, lights and thermostats, to be controlled from one app. Partners 

include Philips, which makes the Hue connected light bulb, iHome, Osram Sylvania and Texas Instruments.

6. Industrial Internet Consortium
Intel, IBM, AT&T, GE and Cisco formed the IIC (03/27/2014) which is managed by OMG and focused on "industrial internet" apps in markets 

including manufacturing, oil and gas exploration, healthcare and transportation.

Modified from Paul Duffy



Ubiquitous computing scenarios ...



Fundamental Theme and Salient Feature of the IoT vision is based on CONNECTIVITY

Cartoon copied from a PhD thesis submitted at a Danish university. Wireless sensor networks illustrated as key infrastructure . 



CONNECTIVITY powered by MESH NETWORKING

C O N N EC T



UBER CONNECTIVITY - transforming the taxi trade



Think Smarter

Get JetSmarter



MESH  NETWORKING  powered  by  Millennial  Net 

Rhee, Sokwoo, et al., “Coordinating protocol for a multi-processing system,” US Patent 6.804.790 issued on October 2004 

Rhee, Sokwoo, et al., "Photoplethysmograph signal-to-noise line enhancement" US Patent 6,699,199 issued on March 2004 

Rhee, Sokwoo, et al., “Isolating ring sensor design,” US Patent 6,402,690, issued on June 2002 

Rhee, Sokwoo, "Network Protocol" US Patent Pending, Application No. 20030099221, filed on November 2002 

Rhee, Sokwoo, et al., "Protocol for Configuring a Wireless Network" US Patent Pending, Application No. 20050037789, filed on May 2004 

Rhee, Sokwoo, et al., “Communicating over a Wireless network” US Patent Pending, Application No. 20060285579, filed on May 2006 



Inter-domain integration scenarios



CONNECTIVITY

INTEROPERABILITY

INTEGRATION

INTELLIGENCE

SENSE-RESPONSE

ACTUATORS

SMALL DATA / BIG DATA

ANALYTICS

AUTONOMOUS

ECOSYSTEMS

STANDARDS

ECONOMIC IMPACT



Connectivity generates data from/about distributed devices, locations, sensors, status 

Asking correct questions in the context of the problem is key to unlocking value from 

data analytics. It may suggest solutions or trigger autonomous responses to adapt, 

optimize, transact or execute within a system or between multiple system of systems. 



Industrial Internet – Energy Domain

Energy efficiency



Energy Efficiency - answers, not numbers - Customer Satisfaction

VE~RY~ 

COLD!!
BEFORE

AFTER

Optimize



Why cool the house, just cool yourself with WRISTIFY

WRISTIFY by Sam Shanes, MIT undergraduate
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MeshGate

Wi-Stat

MeshRouter

Wi-Zone

LEGEND

Site

Controller

Internet

Energy Management Software 
Application

Hosted Server

Rm 100

Rm 110External

Energy Management System using Wireless Sensor Network  

Millennial Net
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CLOUD

COMPUTING
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Wireless Sensor Mesh Networks Integrated with Monitors, Devices and Places  

Metropolis

Zone 1 Zone 2

readers toolssensors

Sub-Station

mall school buildingsfactory

Decisions

Data

Feedback

Area

Station

meters
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Field Devices:

Systems Integration

Internet of Energy

Cloud

DB / HDFS

Streaming
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Generating Intelligent reports using data mining technology

Analysis of system efficiency

Early warning of system 
exception

Analysis for power consumption

Analysis of environmental sensor

Reports for warning and data

ENERGY EFFICIENCY - granular data enables demand response, load balancing & usage regulation
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D. Mahling

� Signal to building system - curtail 2 MW for ~4 hrs across 78 sites

� Base load for 78 retail branches approximately 10 megawatts (MW)

� Signal received at 10:45am [15 min ahead of start time 11am]

� Curtailment commenced at 11am and completed at 4pm

10:45 – DR signal received

10:46 – Agents shift from BAU mode to curtailment mode

10:47 – Energy Operator dials in 2 MW curtailment goal                     

11:00 – L/R agent deploys speed reduction on fans in No/So

11:10 – 1MW reduction

11:15 – Agent releases 1st L/R; Agent assembles 2nd L/R set

11:20 – 2MW reduction; Repeats

12:00 – SAT agent raises SAT at select buildings

12:15 – SAT shifts buildings

13:05 – 1.2 MW reduction

13:20 – L/R rotates group

Energy Load Balancing – Automated Demand Response 



71Energy Internet of Things

Energy 

Decision 

Support
Millennial Net

Distribution

Energy Efficiency – Consumption, Distribution, Production – Data Visibility   
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Source: MIT Portugal

Energy Efficiency – Consumption, Distribution, Production – Country Data 



ENERGY EFFICIENCY and THE INDUSTRIAL INTERNET   

Connectivity between energy production and energy consumption can reduce waste 

Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)



ENERGY RECLAMATION – Is this really an efficient model ?   

Exhaust air re-used to reclaim part of the energy and reduce energy wastage 



ENERGY RECLAMATION – This is really an efficient model   

Cool data centers use “cold” produced when converting stored 

liquid gas into pipeline-ready gas. Build Data Centers adjacent 

to LNG terminals at ports – not in the Arctic Circle (TeraCool).  



Glucose

Liquid Fuel
Generator

C 4  
C 5

C 6

Low Insolation
Commodity
Low Insolation
Commodity

Butanol

Pentanol

Micro 
Algae

Cyano
Bacteria

Glucose

ENERGY as a SERVICE – Sunshine as a Service (SaaS)   

Ivanpah Solar Energy Plant Energy Cottage Industry – The Social Business of Off-Grid Power

Liquid Fuel

Non-perishable

Energy Security



ENERGY and WATER – How smart cities must converge the management    



How smart cities must become smarter for natural disaster management    

Level of risk based on property locations and the likelihood of damage caused by natural disasters (color intensifies with the amount of danger) ▪ Risk Management Solutions



First Response System – Natural Disasters and “Crash to Care” Scenario Planning

Integrate paramedic response with UAV, transportation, remote monitoring, hospital beds, HR and security



Robotic Manufacturing with Operations Management (Supply Chain, Inventory, Replenishment)

Integrate robotic decision support systems with SCM, transportation, fuel economy, transaction cost analysis

C O N N EC T



Domain Specific Scenario

Aircraft Maintenance



Classical Triple Control System – Redundancy increases complexity, system size and power consumption



Add “on the ground” issues to the issues “in the air” and we are looking down a financial drainage system

Aviation may harbor vast inefficiencies which presents enormous opportunities for economic growth

Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)



Classical Triple Control System – Redundancy increases complexity, system size and power consumption



Classical Triple Control System – Redundancy increases complexity, system size and power consumption

Industrial Internet will make it possible:

An airplane pulls up to the gate and data

from sensors automatically downloaded.



Aviation – Aircraft Maintenance and Diagnostics

The Industrial Internet will re-shape maintenance

An airplane lands and data from sensors automatically downloaded to local and global maintenance centers. 

Reduces downtime, predicts potential inventory of spare parts from in-flight data and optimizes performance.



Aviation – Aircraft Diagnostics and Maintenance
The Industrial Internet will optimize asset optimization & visibility

Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)



Domain Specific Scenario

Smart Manufacturing



Smart Factory

Improves Agility in Manufacturing

BOSCH



Smart Factory

Improves Flexibility for Variant Configuration

BOSCH



V2V Domain Specific Scenario

Connectivity, Communication, Integration, Automation



Within Limits ?



Industrial Internet of service delivery: flow of information proportional to connectivity



Industrial Internet of service delivery – functionality is proportional to integration



Reduce emissions by 15% and save about 1 billion liters fuel pa (in Germany alone)

How? By synchronizing vehicle speed with traffic lights online to eliminate stop and start at red lights. Demonstrated in 

Las Vegas using Audi A6 navigating 50 sets of traffic lights. Testing is underway in Verona with 60 traffic lights. In Berlin, 

select Audi customers are driving cars fitted with online traffic information that can link up to a total of 1000 traffic lights.



CAR TALKS TO CLOUD 

OBD-II

PORT

For auto diagnostics, jealous spouses, concerned parents,

geo-fence fanatics  and auto shut-off for theft prevention 



Industrial Internet ← IoT Services → Parking Spaces Talks to Cars

Google Earth photo of a plane flying over downtown San Jose, CA. Parking space sensors showing available 

car parking spaces using Parker™ by Streetline (Photo courtesy of Zia Yusuf, President & CEO, Streetline Inc)



Industrial Internet – IoT – Services Ecosystem → Convergence

VOLVO



Automobile Big Data - Services v Privacy 

In-wheel motors

efficiency metrics



Industrial

Internet

IoT

Services

Ecosystem 

Convergence



FORD - LIDAR - Light Detection & Range Sensors



www.auvsi.org
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Convergence → When these boxes start dissolving then the SMART WORLD will start evolving

C O N N E C T



A SMARTER PLANET begins with SMART CITIES



Domain Specific Scenario

NADA.ORG

NERDS AGAINST DRINKING ACCIDENTS 



Drinking and Driving are not synonymous

Integrated breathalyzer with retina scan, facial identification, biometric ignition and smartphone



Domain Specific Scenario

Medical Device Integration



Actions

Sensing

Model

Action Plan

= Procedure

Patient

Intelligent 

Real-Time

Patient Specific

Framework with

decision support

Precision Remote Controlled

Real-time, micro-status

networked, mobile

One Remit of CIMIT – Sense, then, Respond – Future Integrated Healthcare Monitoring

The distinction between healthcare and other industry is in differentiation of scalability. Patient 

centricity as a service is not scalable but patient centric infrastructure (architecture) is scalable.

. 



Intelligent MonitorInfusion Pump Patient Simulator

Ventilator

Capnometer

Vital Signs Monitor

Simulator

connected

to vital signs

monitor

Fluke ProSim 8

connected

to intelligent

monitor

O2 Saturation 

Respiratory Rate 

end-tidal CO2

Patient Controlled Analgesia Safety Application

Morphine Infusion Safety

Connected Data

Collective Analysis

Automated Response

Autonomous Control of Morphine Infusion Pump – Medical Device Integration Model

Julian Goldman MD (MDPnP.org and Partners.org)

Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School

Harvard – MIT Center for Integrative Medicine and Information Technology



Domain Specific Scenario

Health Monitoring 



NanoLetters (2004) 4 1785-1788

Domain Specific Anchor for Internet of Health and Wellness – Glucose NanoSensor



Blood Glucose Nano-sensor Nanotube Radio

The Industrial Internet

The Industrial Internet of Things

The Industrial Internet of Healthcare

NanoLetters (2004) 4 1785-1788 NanoLetters (2007) 7 3508-3511



Integrated Glucose NanoSensor NanoRadio

Hypothetical (S. Datta)
http://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/pubs/pdf/ndfs_2011.pdf



May I implant a glucose nano-sensor nano-radio chip on 

your shoulder? You are fat. You could become diabetic. 

May I implant a glucose nano-sensor nano-radio chip on 

your shoulder? You are fat. You could become diabetic. 

Industrial Internet - Remote Heath Monitoring



Glucose NanoSensor NanoRadio ecosystem of health-

care monitoring may create major economic impact

C O N N EC T

1. Implanted wireless sensor transmits blood glucose 

data from home or office or airport (WiFi/WAN/gateway)

2. Data travels from you to your hospital or clinic (MAN)

3. Blood glucose data updates risk and patient profile

4. If you need medical attention or insulin or other 

treatment then auto-responder sends message or calls

About 30 million individuals in US affected by diabetes

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/diabetes.htm



RFID Linked Biometrics & Nano-sensor Net

802.16a

VISIT
CLINIC

VISIT
CLINIC

Metabolomics
Genetic Risk
EHR - EMR 

RT Analytics
SNP Analysis

Yuan T. Lee Charlie Townes

Helene Langevin Joliot-Curie

Glenn Seaborg

Shoumen Datta Dudley Herscbach

802.11b
WiFi

802.11g

UC Berkeley, 1997

Improved healthcare services, savings, create jobs from 

new products, new services and potential to create as 

well as capture new emerging markets of billions (BRICS)



Glucose NanoSensor NanoRadio ecosystem of health-

care monitoring may have a major economic impact

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/diabetes.htm
GDP per capita

Healthcare 

Spending



Human Genomics in the industrial internet era - Is your genome connected to mine?

Mendelian Inheritance in Man: A Catalog of Human Genes and Genetic Disorders by Victor A. McKusickCell 157 241-253 (2014)

Glucose

NanoSensor

NanoRadio



Human Genomics in the Age of the Industrial Internet 

Designer Drugs Transmitted in the Wireless Hospital

Cell 157 241-253 (2014)



Domain Specific Scenario

Early Detection and Prevention 



Sensor enabled wearables - appropriate attributes may improve preventive medicine  

MIT



Glucose Sensors can reduce the morbidity due to Glaucoma

umcn.nl



Weigh-scale, BMI, FOBT, urine analysis, sugar, 

ketone body analysis, blood pressure monitor, 

pulse oximeter, networked to phone via WiFi 

and/or Bluetooth with biometrics and face 

recognition for secure communication with

physician and hospital or clinic, globally.

Pay-Per-Pee Home Health – IoT Wireless Toilet Bowl Connected to Health Informatics  



Walgreens Specials - $1.99 for 24-pack Diet Coke • $1.99 for Bone Density • $1.99 Mammogram 

PDEXA SCAN

BONE MINERAL 

DENSITY PROFILE

Value Network Ecosystem Testbed

Walgreens – Retail Healthcare

GE – Equipment 

Cisco – IPv6 Routers

AT&T – Data Transmission

Intel – MIPS

IBM – Data Analytics

Samsung – Diagnostic Apps 

Walmart – Grocery Supply Chain



Deloitte

US Healthcare

spending nears

$4 trillion (2013)



Where the Industrial Internet can help • Source: http://hbr.org/2013/11/delivering-world-class-health-care-affordably/ar/1

Cancer Treatment

$2,900 HCG Oncology, India

$22,000 U.S. average

Kidney Dialysis

$12,000 Deccan Hospital, India

$66,750 U.S. average

Low Cost of Healthcare in India leaves billions in the dust without access to healthcare



The micro-revenue earnings potential with 10% penetration for population of 3+ billion & aging!

Fast Forward → Penny Per Person Per Use Per Day 

$1 - Bone density

$1 - Mammogram

at the corner of Happy and Healthy in every zip code in India, China, Indonesia 

data transmitted to specialists and reports sent to individuals, doctor and clinic 



Domain Specific Scenario

3-D Printing in Healthcare

Innovation in manufacturing and digital design 



Cyrano L. Catte II (above) is the first feline to receive a total knee arthroplasty (TKA). 

Femoral and tibial components were created with a direct metal laser sintering (EOS).

3-D Printing

Design of Prosthetics and Orthopedic Imaging



3-D Printing of Medical Devices        

http://bit.ly/3D-Print-A-Tooth

http://bit.ly/3D-Print-Medical-Devices



Artificial Skin with embedded sensory surface talks to smart phone 

via capacitive sensing using Touchcode adapted for printed i-Skin

Your medicine can inform your doctor about its kinetics, bio-availability and side 

effects. It can alert your pharmacist about potential over-dose if multiple medications 

contain same or similar active ingredients. Your medicine can query and adjust dosage.



Paradigm Shift in Global Healthcare Economics
3D Printed Medical Devices + OS Hardware / Software



Domain Specific Scenario

Healthcare Management 



Healthcare Management  - Fundamentally Closed Loop & Quintessentially Patient Specific 

Patient

Doctor

Patient

Doctor

Home

Hospital

Home

Hospital

The buzz of “innovation” in healthcare often fails to differentiate between tools and services. Tools and technologies used to deliver healthcare 

are easy targets for innovation, modularity and scalability. This is innovation in health related tools, not healthcare. Innovation in healthcare is 

about delivery of healthcare which is a closed loop management system uniquely focused on one patient (not scalable) and relevant tools must

converge at the point of care. The infrastructure (data, transmission, security, privacy) to deliver healthcare may be scalable but innovation to 

enhance the quality, functionality and reliability of the infrastructure may or may not have an impact on the QoS of healthcare delivery at POC.



Harry at home with hypercholesterolemia : Larry - Do I need Lipitor today?

Dr Jameson: Thanks for avoiding KFC. Your LDL-VLDL ratio looks good. No Lipitor today.

Hum

ulin

CYBERSECURITY

DATA PRIVACY

DATA ENCRYPTION



Healthcare Management  - Fundamentally Closed Loop & Quintessentially Patient Specific 

Dr Julian Goldman MD

MDPnP – MGH – HMS 



Dr Julian Goldman MD

MDPnP – MGH – HMS 





Healthcare Management at the Point of Care – Convergent? Transparent? Secure?  

To improve the lives of people, the buzz of “innovation” in healthcare must shift from easy targets (tools, 

wearables, printables) to embrace the (often chaotic) systems perspective to organize, optimize and better 

orchestrate a seamless delivery of end-to-end healthcare which results in a measurable increase in the 

quality of life of the patient or person (if applicable to preventative medicine through remote monitoring).

Patient Record – can you see the history from a prior visit in a different hospital?

Patient Data – monitoring device data – does it converge on a real time dashboard?

Patient Profile – created specifically using history + device data + genetic background

Patient Symptoms –

Recommended Tests –

Patient Profile – update with symptoms and test data from labs

Patient Diagnosis –

Patient Prescription – link to pharmacy, check for cross reactivity, side effects, allergy

Patient Discharge – follow up plan, outpatient schedule, in-home care plan

or

Patient Hospital Admissions – ward assignment, nurse-physician team, family circle

Patient Progress – tests? surgery? therapy?

Patient Discharge – follow up plan? in-home care? rehab? 

Patient Billing – insurance plans, co-payments



Domain Specific Scenario

Real Time Precision Farming Platform 



Suppliers

Growers

Processors

Distributors

Retailers

Consumers

Waste Management Services
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Water supply

Agri Equip.  
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Confinement/Hatchery

Feeds 

Medicine  

Waste Disposal

Machinery

Performance: Reduce response time & Avoid out of stock Cost: Optimize logistic, reduce inventory & avoid over-production

Dr Shi-Wan Lin, Intel

Value Network Food Supply ChainService Supply Chain Big Data Economy

Precision Farming - Supply Network Planning - Decision Systems Support  



Real-Time 
Precision 
Farming 

PLATFORM

SALES

DATA

Agro-Machine 
Manufacturer

Supply

-Weather data

-GPS micro-localization data

-Soil chemistry (GCMS) specifics

-Seed (sterile unless cultivated)

-Fertilizers (catalytic vs toxicity)

-Protection (pesticide, herbicide)

-Storage, shelf-life and waste

-Country of origin - goods supply

▪ Optimize MRO to improve asset uptime

▪ Mobile data collection and dissemination

- soil sample / nutrient analysis (GCMS)

- moisture monitors / field connect data 

- temperature / dielectric constant

- color and chemistry of crops

- growth rate / fertilizer distribution

- weather micro-impact / acidity-alkalinity

-Measure, understand and apply

-Impact of data on quality & yield

Leverage data to run long and 

short term simulations to plan for 

“what if” to optimize profit

- Weather patterns

- Demand uncertainty

- Export and import

- Tariff, cost, excise

- Regulatory policy

Retail Supply Chain – Sourcing / Distribution / Warehouse / Transportation

Track & Trace – Commodity Traders – Risk Management – Regulators (FDA)

The potential convergence of

Precision Farming ecosystem

- Seed to Mouth (S2M)

- Farm to Fork (F2F)

with other ecosystems, such as:

- Smart Cities 

- Autonomous Transportation

and operations management 

for trusted and secure supply 

chain network of partners. 

Compliance with SOX-409 type 

regulations and DHS e-manifest

are a part of this scenario. 

Additional links to energy and 

environmental systems are also 

obvious. Food safety, security, 

nutrition, availability and 

consumption are inextricably 

linked with global health, 

malnutrition, infant mortality 

and healthcare, in general.

Seed

Pesticide

Fertilizer

End 2 End Platform - convergence of ecosystem of inter-dependent systems  

Field Connect Sensors 

John Deere

Farming in California alone is a $50 billion industry



TEST BED DEVELOPMENT

[1] Create Scenario      

[2] Architecture 

[3] Stack (Data) 



Architectures to Connect

The operational key of the Industrial 

Internet depends on [1] Architecture 

and [2] Data (Stack Structure) 



The Industrial Internet – Internet of Things (IoT) – Internet of Everything (IoE) – Cloud of Things

things talk to other things

via the cloud of things

Exception – Instances of cyber-physical systems (CPS)

where time guarantee vs latency must be evaluated. 

CNS
Cloud Naming System

The New DNS



Sharing Data circa 2004

www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/6434/wd-xdi-intro-white-paper-2004-04-12.pdf

www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=xdi



Adapted from Antony Passemard

DEVICE

SENSORS

A Version of Potential Protocol Landscape for The Industrial Internet – Internet of Things (IoT)



Industrial Internet Architecture – CyberPhysical Systems Perspective

Dr Sokwoo Rhee

Presidential Innovation Fellow

Cyber-Physical Systems & NIST

Industrial 

Internet

Industrial 

Internet

CLOUD



Industrial Internet – The Man-Machine Integration and Connection



Choice of Platforms – Machine 2 Machine (M2M) Perspective

AT&T



Cloud of Sensors 



More Clouds 



· What is the definition of an IoT platform?

· What is driving the business need for IoT platform?

· What security and privacy features are essential?

· What connectivity and device management features are critical?

· How will the platform process, store and integrate data from machines and sensors?

· How will the platform manage software and variant configurations on devices?

· What development and integration tools will be necessary?

Choice of Platforms – IoT Perspective



Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) is a communications protocol for message-oriented middleware based on Extensible 

Markup Language (XML). The protocol was originally named Jabber. It was developed by the Jabber open-source community (1999) for near 

real-time, instant messaging (IM), presence information, and contact list maintenance. Designed to be extensible, the protocol has also been 

used for publish-subscribe systems, signaling for VoIP, video, file transfer, gaming and IoT applications (smart grid, social networking services). 

XMPP Approach



INTERNET OF THINGS

XMPP

ThingThing

Z-Wave ZigBee

BackEnd/Gateway

XMPP

ThingThing

CoAP CoAP

BackEnd/Gateway

XMPP

ThingThing

MQTT MQTT

BackEnd/Gateway

XMPP XMPP

Access Right
Management

Semantic Web
(RDF, SPRQL)

XMPP

Internet

XMPP Approach



INTERNET OF THINGS

XMPP

ThingThing

Z-Wave ZigBee

BackEnd/Gateway

XMPP

ThingThing

CoAP CoAP

BackEnd/Gateway

XMPP

ThingThing

MQTT MQTT

BackEnd/Gateway

XMPP

Semantic 

Engine

Internet

Scenario?Scenario?

XMPP Approach



INTERNET OF THINGS

XMPP

ThingThing

Z-Wave ZigBee

BackEnd/Gateway

XMPP

ThingThing

CoAP CoAP

BackEnd/Gateway

XMPP

ThingThing

MQTT MQTT

BackEnd/Gateway

Access 
Rights

Managemen
t

XMPP XMPP

Service 

Provider

Service 

Provider

Friend Request

(Access to Things)

Friend Request

(Access to Things)

Access Rights Access Rights

Access to: Access to:

Internet

XMPP Approach



PROVISIONING INTERNET OF THINGS

XEP-0322 – EXI Compression

XEP-0323 – Sensor Data

XEP-0324 – Provisioning

XEP-0325 – Control

XEP-0326 – Concentrator 

XEP-0332 – HTTP over XMPP

Sensei/IoT P21451-1-4
XMPP

Thing

MQTT

Thing

XMPP

Thing

CoAP

Thing

RESTful

XMPP XMPP XMPP

Thing

Proprietary

BackEnd/

Gateway

XMPP

BackEnd/

Gateway
BackEnd/

Gateway

BackEnd/

Gateway

XEP-0326

XEP-0323
XEP-0325

(XEP-0322)

XEP-0326 XEP-0326 XEP-0326

XEP-0332 XEP-0324

XMPP

ProvisioningApplications Semantic Web

XMPP

Internet

XMPP Approach



IoT Application

Application as a graph



Elements of IoT Architecture 



Elements of IoT Architecture 



Elements of IoT Architecture 



Elements of IoT Architecture 



Elements of IoT Architecture 



Elements of IoT Architecture 



Elements of IoT Architecture – JP Vasseur, Cisco Systems 



OK … we have a connected  

Industrial Internet. It is generating …

DATA



Data by Datta



DATA in an extended ecosystem

Example of Data → Informadon, Transparency, Security, Transport 

I invented nothing new. I simply assembled into a car the discoveries of other men behind whom were centuries of work ▪ HENRY FORD



Published 2006 by WCO (page 5) go to www.wcoomd.org/~/media/WCO/Global/Images/Events/Style%20elements/RISK%20IN%20THE%20GLOBAL%20SUPPLY%20CHAIN.ashx?db=web

2006



Data is gaining momentum as a “new” 

dimension for new economic growth

171

Identifying new lines of business due to emerging global demand pattern



172

DATA

Source: Ericsson
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ITU and a number of companies to equip submarine communications 

cables with sensors to relay data regarding tsunamis or earthquakes.
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US has about one-third of the world’s data …  

MGI



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium (www.iiconsortium.org) ● Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta 175
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Competitive Intensity to Adopt Big Data

The term “big data” is mired in hype but it has VALUE if analyzed in context 

color Intensity indicates VALUE

MGI
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by 2020

Predicted value of data analytics in the retail supply chain (circa 2020) 

MGI
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Predicted value of data analytics in manufacturing (circa 2020) 

MGI
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Data from inside machines – GE prints sensors deep inside equipment



Data from inside machines – sensor networks inside “intelligent” machines



Robotics in manufacturing is nothing new but shop floor data networks? 



Data networks improve variant configuration and connects to supply chains 

BOSCH



Emma’s Omlette Factory – The Kitchen of the Future – i Print on Demand

Electron Beam Photo

Lithograph from the

ancient era modified

as a domestic food

printer connected to

commodity pipelines

(milk, cheese, eggs)

Move over…Willy Wonka and The Chocolate Factory
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Predicted value of data analytics in healthcare (circa 2020) 

MGI
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Laughter is the best medicine but it is

not covered by your health insurance

Health

Insurance

Claims Division
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The Paradox of US Healthcare – A Global Anomaly ?
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Proposed value generation ($ billions, due to data) in government by 2020

MGI



BIG DATA

SMALL DATA

With current technology you can find the haystack but with big data you can find the needle - Nils Herzberg, SAP AG 



Hellabyte

10
27

Facebook Amazon

Google

Petition to Establish "Hella" as the SI Prefix for 10^27

October 27, 2013

I can't believe I almost forgot -- today is Hellaween, 

the best day of the year! In honor of the SI prefix 

that never was, we've designated 10/27 as the official 

day to celebrate 10^27. Happy Hellaween everybody!

Don’t forget 

small data!



Big Data               Industrial Internet- IoT

• Volume

• Variety

• Velocity

• Volatility

• Veracity

• Components

• Connectivity

• Convergence

• Collaboration

• Community

5 V 5 C



Actions due to the Industrial 

Internet depend on analyses of 

DATA
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size of the data 100TB 10 PB

Interesting 

Problems

Big Data Hype

There are interesting and profitable uses of data even if it is not so “big”  



Data scale

C
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Payroll

Kilo Mega Giga Tera

MFLOPS

GFLOPS

TFLOPS

PFLOPS

Peta

Digital

Signal 

Processing

Weblog

Mining

Business

Analytics

Real time

Systems

Massively Multiplayer

Online Game (MMOG)

Exa

Bina Ramamurthy 2011

Small Data vs Big Data – The Problem Space  



Enable

Drive

Amplify

ibm.com/iibv

The Industrial Internet is Impotent without Data and Data Analytics  



New tools for handling of 

DATA



The Industrial Internet may benefit from a Paradigm Shift  

www.nanocubes.net/assets/pdf/nanocubes_paper.pdf

nanocubes

Marvin Minsky “cube on cube” (The Society of Mind, 1959)

http://bit.ly/GFS-2004



Google File System and Google MapReduce spawned Nutch which led to 

Hadoop, an open source platform to spread data across thousands of cheap 

servers prior to analysis. Doug Cutting (formerly with Google) and Mike 

Cafarella is credited with the creation of Hadoop at Yahoo (some prefer to 

state that HDFS was reverse engineered from GFS). Google BigTable gave rise 

to an army of “NoSQL” databases that can process unusually large amounts 

of information. Google Pregel delivered multiple “graph” databases to map 

online relationships between people and things. Recently, Impala (based on 

a sweeping Google database known as F1) was developed at Cloudera by 

Marcel Kornacker (formerly with Google). Impala enables instant analysis of 

massive amounts of data (stored in Hadoop) in real time (not possible using 

Hadoop’s ecosystem of tools, Hive and Pig).

Why Hadoop when we have relational databases?

How long will it take to do a relational scan on 100TB?



HDFS - Hadoop Distributed File System

• Created by Doug Cutting and Mike Cafarella

– Process internet scale data (search the web, store the web)

– Reduces cost by distributing workload on massively parallel system   (build with large numbers of 
inexpensive computers as servers)

• Tolerate high component failure rate

– Disk fails on average once in 3 years (probability of failures for 1000 disks is about 1 per day)

– Balance between power consumption and machine failure rates

• Throughput is given higher priority over the response time

– Batch operation (response will not be immediate, not in real time)

• Large streaming scans (reads) - no random access

• Large files preferred over small

• Reliability provided though replication

Doug Cutting with Hadoop, the elephant



RDBMS vs Hadoop – complementarity ? 

� Structured data with known schemas

� Records, long fields, objects, XML

� Updates allowed

� SQL & XQuery 

� Quick response, random access

� Data loss is not acceptable

� Security and auditing 

� Encryption

� Sophisticated data compression

� Enterprise hardware

� 30+ years of innovation

� Random access (indexing)

� Large DBA and Application development 

community, widely used

• Unstructured and structured

• Files

• Only inserts and deletes

• Hive, Pig, Jaql

• Batch processing

• Data loss can happen sometimes

• Not yet

• Not yet

• Simple file compression

• Commodity hardware

• Since 2005

• Access files only (streaming)

• Small number of companies using it in 

production, many startups



Hadoop Cluster

Hadoop cluster at Yahoo!

… scale to “n” racks!



Simplified view of a Hadoop cluster Showing physical distribution of processing and storage 

Hadoop Cluster



Writing to HDFS

Client

Block A

Block B

Block C

file.txt

Name Node

………..

Data Node 5

Block B

Data Node 1

Block A

Data Node 9

Block C

Data Node n…

Split file into blocks and write different blocks to different machines � Parallelism



Replication of Data and Rack Awareness

Typically for every block of data, two copies will exist in one rack, another copy in a 

different rack. Hence, you can never lose all data even if an entire rack fails!

Rack 3Rack 2Rack 1

Name Node

Rack aware:

R1: 1,2,3,4

R2: 5,6,7,8

R3: 9,10,11

Metadata

file.txt=

A: 1, 5, 6

B: 5, 9, 10

C: 9, 1, 2

Data Node 1

A

Data Node 2

Data Node 3

Data Node 4

Data Node 5

B

Data Node 6

A

Data Node 7

Data Node 8

Data Node 9

C

Data Node 10

Data Node 11

Data Node 12

AC

C

B

B



Data Processing: Map

Client

Name Node

Map Task

Data Node 5

B

Map Task

Data Node 1

A

Map Task

Data Node 9

C

Job Tracker

How many times 

does “Vegas” 

appear in file.txt

How many times 

does “Vegas” 

appear in file.txt

Count=8 Count=3 Count=10

Count “Vegas” 

in Block C

Count “Vegas” 

in Block C



Data Processing: Reduce

Client

Map Task

Data Node 5

B

Map Task

Data Node 1

A

Map Task

Data Node 9

C

Job Tracker

Count=8
Count=3 Count=10

Reduce Task

Data Node 3

Results.txt

Count=21

Results.txt

Count=21

HDFS

Sum of “Vegas” 

from Map tasks

Sum of “Vegas” 

from Map tasks



Linear Scalability

• Clustered deployments – unlimited scalability

Automated Deployment

• Automatically optimize operator deployment 

across clusters

Performance Optimization

• JVM Sharing – minimize memory use

• Fuse operators on same cluster

• Telco client – 25 Million messages per second

Analytics on Streaming Data

• Analytic accelerators for a variety of data types

• Optimized for real-time performance

Visualization

Streams Runtime

Deployments

Sync

Adapters

Analytic

Operators

Source

Adapters

Automated and 

Optimized 

Deployment
Streaming Data

Sources

Streams Studio IDE

Data in MoQon (Variety and Velocity) → Stream CompuQng 

Massively Scalable Stream Analytics

IBM



It is crucial to make sense of 

DATA



US Presidential Debates

Making Sense of Sentiments
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Increase signal/noise by 

stitching data sources

Monedzadon of Perishable Broad Data → extract signal, sanidze, sdtch, sell  



Speed of Data Transmission in the US – now 100 Gbps (proposed 1 Tbps)   
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Connection Speed   

Source: Akamai Report Q1 2014



The need for speed?    



Is your data secure?

THE ASCENT OF CYBERSECURITY

212

The ubiquitous demand for cybersecurity    



213

Digital Attack Map – The Prelude to Cyber Warfare   



214Source: Akamai Report Q1 2014

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attack Traffic (source IP analysis)   
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Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attacks by Sector 

Akamai Report Q1 2014
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A new competitive sport for the industrial internet era – Car Hacking 

Autonomous 

objects may be 

sitting ducks for  

the teen hacker.

True or False? 



Broad spectrum of data

The range of data related 

applications will stretch our 

imagination 

217

Cybersecurity is essential as a fundamental integrated layer in data transport  



Data – Imagine what happens if 50% of the population were connected  



Recombinant Data

Data (by itself – in one silo) is of limited value 

unless analyzed in conjunction with other data in 

context of the application or in context of the 

problem-question 

219

Introducing a new paradigm   



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ▪ SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium ▪ Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 220

Modified from illustration by Jaap Bloem

R
RECOMBINANT DATA

How smart can you make SMART ??  Depends on Recombinant Data  
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Recombinant DNA is so yesterday … the emergence of Recombinant Data 

vmob.me



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, 

Industrial Internet Consortium ● Research 

Affiliate, School of Engineering, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT)

222
vmob.me

Making Sense of Recombinant Data – unleashing the value cryptic in data  
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Threading a Home Mesh Network to make every home a smart home?  

www.senxun.com.tw/

Cloud

of

Things
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How to thread an emerging business cycle ? 

vmob.me



MOOC in CONTEXT

Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, 

Industrial Internet Consortium ● Research 

Affiliate, School of Engineering, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT)
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vmob.me

Job creation catalyzed by the industrial internet and internet of things 

Demand for 4.5 million developers by 2020 – new jobs for software industry   
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Exabytes of data per second from deployment of autonomous vehicles 



Terrestrial Transportation – Emergency “Crash to Care” Response System



Time, Sensors, Network 

& Data Synchronization

US Park

Service 

Drones

US DHS 

Drone

US Fire 

Service 

Drone

Dhananjay Anand, NIST

Hellabytes of data from deployment of emergency search & rescue drones 
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Tectonic Paradigm Shift – Data has gone to the Dogs – Internet of Dogs 

Diesel and Simba resting at the feet of Robo-Cop in the 

Washington DC Convention Center on June 11, 2014 at 

the SmartAmerica Challenge organized by Presidential

Innovation Fellows Sokwoo Rhee and Geoff Mulligan.

Has Boeing receded to the background of US 

innovation? 

K9 ANALYTICS INC – We are dogmatic about the future of data



Tectonic Paradigm Shift – To bee or not to bee – To bee decided 
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Data, People and Smart Cities – Grand Decarbonization Plan for Chicago 
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WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH 

FREE DATA STORAGE ?

FREE COMPUTATION ?

Data may not even fetch basic commodity pricing

Data analytics may evolve as the premium value add  

answers

not

numbers
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Radio capability distribution of M2M devices in measured mobile networks 

HELLABYTES
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3D
Data Driven Decisionmaking
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Articles by Robots - Articles for Robots - Articles about Robots

Associated Press



Intelligent Recombinant Data Analytics

Predictions are very difficult, especially if it is 

about the future – Niels Bohr (1885-1962)

236

IRDA – building common sense of data into the platforms of the future 
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A staple horizontal for any vertical – IRDA & Data Driven Decision-making 

DATA
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Data without context? Context without semantics? Semantics without ontology? 

Semantics



Girls Who Code <> Data without software?

codeeval.com



Math-based role: More women pursuing degrees in mathematics may catalyze vision-leadership

Women in Senior Management, 2013

www.internationalbusinessreport.com/files/ibr2013_wib_report_final.pdf



Silicon Valley’s Gender Imbalance – The Rate Limiting Factor for Creativity and Entrepreneurship

Women in Engineering Roles in Leadership and/or Management (updated 02-14-2014)



Transparent and innovative business models are in dynamic state with real-time information, instant price 

discovery and quick problem resolution. The latter is now a basic expectation of consumers, citizens and business 

customers. Taken together, these changes will force many companies to rethink elements of their business models 

which are not in pace with these progressive practices. Leaders will need to make their companies more 

transparent and elevate rapid responsiveness as a core competency. Business models built on transparency and 

responsiveness will satisfy customers and help companies become more agile and credible with their stakeholders 

as long as privacy and security concerns are adequately addressed. The key rate limiting step is the availability of 

skilled workforce.

• http://www.ibm.com/analytics/us/en/

• http://hbr.org/2012/10/big-data-the-management-revolution/ar/1

• http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2010/10/what-were-driving-at.html

• http://hbr.org/2012/10/data-scientist-the-sexiest-job-of-the-21st-century

• http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/gbe03575usen/GBE03575USEN.PDF

• http://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/robotics/artificial-intelligence/how-google-self-driving-car-works

Data, Connectivity, Context, Value – Gulf between Principles & Practice   



The rising economic and business impact of information technology means that competition will 

heat up for graduates in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) where job

growth is likely to be several times faster than in other areas. As the automation of knowledge 

work gains momentum and computers start handling a growing number of tasks now performed 

by knowledge workers, some mid-level jobs will disappear. People with higher-level skills will become  

more important. Providing new forms of training to upgrade knowledge workers’ capabilities and 

rethinking the nature of public education, especially in mathematics, will be critical priorities for 

businesses to invest in and for government leaders to decrease bureaucracy. Education is our key.

How to deliver value from data? Transform the vision of IRDA into reality? 

Can MOOC catalyze an educated & IRDA-proficient supply chain of talent ? 



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium ● Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta

Did we arrive at a conclusion we knew almost since the beginning of time? 

Born Raffaello Sanzio da Urbino in 1483 (Urbino, IT). Died April 6, 1520 (Rome, IT) Raphael - The School of Athens



Mathematics
The quintessential denominator

245

How to connect the recombinant data dots in context of applications? 

Short supply of mathematically trained talent and workforce during the industrial internet data 

deluge may be analogous to running out of iron ore in the middle of the industrial revolution.



How do we analyze small and big  

DATA

Assuming we have sufficient workforce trained in computational math 



The bottom line – Data must be analyzed in context



Essential Context of Data Analytics – Environment, Dependencies & Ecosystems

Data science without context is noise. Context without relevant data is impotent.

Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind – Albert Einstein



Plethora of software packages for 

DATA  ANALYTICS 

Assuming we have sufficient domain knowledge to analyze in context 



Specific to analtyics (MATLAB has many engineering jobs which were not counted in this total as of 2/2014)

The number of analytics jobs by software (as of 2/2014)

© Robert A. Muenchen



The number of analytics jobs by software – under 250 jobs (as of 2/2014)

© Robert A. Muenchen



© Robert A. MuenchenAfter removing the top two (SPSS and SAS)

Number of scholarly articles that reference each software



Books that contain the name of software in the title

© Robert A. Muenchen



Number of web site links that point to the main web site of each software package

© Robert A. Muenchen



Monthly email traffic on each software’s main listserv discussion list

© Robert A. Muenchen



© Robert A. Muenchen

Number of posts per software on each forum

Data as of 10/2013



© Robert A. Muenchen

Number of R- or SAS-related posts to Stack Overflow

Weekly data points



© Robert A. Muenchen

Number of people registered in the main discussion group for each software

Data as of 10/2013



© Robert A. Muenchen

Rexer Analytics Data Miner Survey 2013



© Robert A. Muenchen

1. Rapid Miner

2. R

3. Excel

4. Weka

5. Python

(all open source)

“What data mining software you have used in the past 12 months?” 



© Robert A. Muenchen

R (> 60% of respondents)

Programming languages used for data analysis / mining in the past 12 months



© Robert A. Muenchen

Self-service analytic tool in current use



Data from 2011 but still current for 2014. © Robert A. Muenchen

Software used in data analysis competitions



for Robert 

Predictions are always difficult but especially for predictive analytical software packages

It may change in weeks or months ahead, but the temporary advantage may be due to …

© Robert A. Muenchen



Data Analytics is not enough.

Extract 

INFORMATION



Data 

Source

Data 

Source

Data 

Source

Data API and AnalyticsData API and Analytics

Sanitized, StitchedSanitized, Stitched

Information

Data

Monedzadon of Perishable Broad Data → Transform Data to Acdonable Informadon  

apigee.com



Information

Data

Monedzadon of Perishable Broad Data → Transform Data to Acdonable Informadon  

IBM

BI / 

Reporting

BI       

Reporting

Exploration 

Visualization

Functional

App

Industry

App

Predictive 

Analytics

Content 

Analytics

Analytic Applications

Big Data Platform

Systems 

Management

Application 

Development

Visualization 

& Discovery

Accelerators

Information Integration & Governance

Hadoop

System

Stream 

Computing

Data 

Warehouse



Are computers necessary for        

the design of data analytics? 

“Computers are useless. They can only give you answers.” 

Pablo Picasso



Value from data analysis depends on the 

ability to craft the contextually relevant 

QUESTION



On two occasions I have been asked 

[by members of the British Parliament],

'Pray, Mr. Babbage, if you put in the 

machine the wrong figures, will the 

right answers come out?'

I am not able to apprehend the kind of 

confusion of ideas that could provoke 

such a question.

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvCHARLES BABBAGE



Charles Babbage (1791-1871), computer pioneer, designed the first automatic computing engines. He invented computers but failed to build

them. The first complete Babbage Engine was completed in 2002 in London, 153 years after it was designed. Difference Engine No 2, built 

faithfully to the original drawings, consists of 8,000 parts, weighs 5 tons and measures 11 feet long. The photograph (above) is an identical 

Engine completed in March 2008 which is on display at the Computer History Museum at 1401 N Shoreline Blvd, Mountain View, CA 94043.

Babbage Engine



All data are not created equal

DON’T USE MY DATA





Healthcare Data Neutering

De-Identified Data



http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/ir7904/draft_nistir_7904.pdf

http://csrc.nist.gov/nccoe/health-it/index.html

Server B

Trusted GeoLocation in the Cloud (NIST NCCOE) – Is this an adequate solution for health data?



http://bit.ly/JGOLDMAN-ICE

ICE 

Integrated

Clinical 

Environment

HEALTH DATA

www.mdpnp.org/mdice.html

Why ICE standards are critical –

Device Agnostic Data Integration

Global Interoperability Platform



De-identified Data (DID) will drive Research – Management Science – Policy – Funding

DID

Device

from

GE

Device

from

Medtronic

Device

from

Hitachi

Device

from

Siemens

Open Global

Secure Data

Open ICE

Secure Data

Medical

Research

Economic

Research

Big Data

Analytics

Innovation

Application

known unknown

Note: In certain instances, CPS related time constraints may render traditional cloud based D2D architecture unacceptable [QoS] due to latency. 

Secure OS Platform

Open Standard DDS

API API API API



CVS Specials - $0.99 for 1-quart Milk • $1.99 for Bone Density • $2.99 Mammogram 

Integrated system detects fall in bone density and correlates with reduced purchase of milk. Prevention for 

osteoporosis starts early. Avoids trauma and/or morbidity from broken bones. Connected healthcare data.

C O N N EC T

PDEXA SCAN

BONE MINERAL 

DENSITY PROFILE

GROCERY STORE

PURCHASE LOG

Osteoporosis 

EU → 28 million in 2010 to 34 million in 2025 (increase of 23%)

US → 44 million (represents 55% of people aged 50+)

Brazil → 10 million (1 in every 17)

India → 36 million (2013)

China → 70 million (50+). Cost of treatment USD1.5 billion in 2006. 

Estimated US$12.5 billion in 2020 and US$265 billion in 2050.

In 2008, Indonesia had 34 DXA machines, half of them in Jakarta (population 237 million) which translates to

0.001 machine per 10,000 population. The equivalent recommended number for Europe is 0.11 (per 10,000)

http://bit.ly/BONE-HEALTH

Health data without de-identification

PDEXA SCAN

in every drug

store, petrol 

pump, grocery 



Data Dissociation using meta data to identify/label data type 

Data Re-association using De-Identified Data (DID) Stack  

Name SSN-UID Street Address Zip Code Blood Glucose Weight in kg

Jane Does

Tag N1

123-45-6789

Tag S1

77 Mass Ave

Tag A1

02139

Tag Z1

190 mg/dl

Tag G1

190

Tag K1

John Does-Not

Tag N2

123-45-6790

Tag S2

86 Brattle St

Tag A2

02138

Tag Z2

109 mg/dl

Tag G2

159

Tag K2

Z2

Z1

G2

G1

Clinic VIEW

DID VIEW

Name SSN-UID Street Address Zip Code Blood Glucose Weight in kg

02139

Tag Z1

190 mg/dl

Tag G1

190

Tag K1

02138

Tag Z2

109 mg/dl

Tag G2

159

Tag K2

K2

K1



Same data but ask a different 

QUESTION



Z2

Z1

G2

G1

Name SSN-UID Street Address Zip Code Blood Glucose Weight in kg

02139

Tag Z1

190 mg/dl

Tag G1

190

Tag K1

02138

Tag Z2

109 mg/dl

Tag G2

159

Tag K2

K2

K1

Same Data ← Different QuesQons → ExtracQng InformaQon from DID 

Epedimiologists

Economists

Physician

What is the distribution of potential diabetics by zip code?

Is there a relationship between per capita income and body fat?

Can we correlate high blood glucose with increased body weight?

This is a suggestion by the author. Not a proven concept in practice.



A1

N1
A2

Z2

Z1

G2

G1

S1

K1

N2

Secured Data <> Re-association of De-Identified Data (DID)  

Re-stitch De-Identified Data - create Secure Sequencing Code (SSC)  

Re-sequence DID → HADOOP-esque concept ?

S2 K2

Name SSN-UID Street Address Zip Code Blood Glucose Weight in kg

Jane Does

Tag N1

123-45-6789

Tag S1

77 Mass Ave

Tag A1

02139

Tag Z1

190 mg/dl

Tag G1

190

Tag K1

John Does-Not

Tag N2

123-45-6790

Tag S2

86 Brattle St

Tag A2

02138

Tag Z2

109 mg/dl

Tag G2

159

Tag K2

SSC

This is a suggestion by the author. Not a proven concept in practice.



New approaches and innovation cycles are 

necessary to deal with the big data deluge

• Data is now doubling approximately every 20 months

• Number of internet-connected devices may have exceeded 10 billion

• Payments by mobile phone are hurtling toward $1 trillion

• We are generating 2.5 x 1018 (exabytes) of data each day

• Stored information in the world ~ 1200 exabytes

• If printed on CD-ROMs and stacked up – it will stretch to the Moon in 5 separate piles

• In the 3rd century BC, the Library of Alexandria represented all the knowledge in the world

• Digital deluge offers every person living on Earth 320 times as much information as above



Can detection of data in an application trigger 

in-network analytics, routing, security check? 

Application Aware Networking – visualizing an old concept with new eyes  



Think and Connect like a Neuron

Extracting value from data to generate information



Born 1 May 1852

Petilla de Aragón, Navarre, Spain

Died 18 October 1934 (aged 82)

Madrid, Spain

Santiago Ramón y Cajal

Slice of neo-cortex, as identified by Cajal. Every cubic mm

contains about 100,000 neurons and 2-4 km of axons and

dendrites. Layers I-VII on the right = 2mm vertical distance. 







THE SOCIETY OF MIND

Marvin Minsky (1959)



Section of a HTM region, equivalent to 1 layer of neurons in the neocortical 

region (layer 3). Each 4-cell column connects to a subset of the input and 

each cell connects to other cells in the region (connections are not shown). 

The principle of this connectivity was abstracted in Minsky’s cube-on-cube.

Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM), a form of ANN

Numenta



Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) is a machine learning tool to capture the structural and algorithmic properties of the 

neocortex which is the seat of intelligent thought in the mammalian brain. High level vision, hearing, touch, movement, 

language and planning are performed by the neocortex. Given such a diverse suite of cognitive functions, the neocortex 

may be expected to implement an equally diverse suite of specialized neural algorithms. In reality, the neocortex displays a 

remarkably uniform pattern of neural circuitry. In other words, the neocortex implements a common set of algorithms to 

perform many different intelligence functions. It may be analogous to an abstraction which is used in a systemic context.

Programming HTM cortical learning algorithms require training through exposure to a stream of sensory data (capabilities 

are determined largely by exposure). HTM is a memory based ANN system. HTM networks are trained on time varying data 

and rely on storing a large set of patterns and sequences. A crucial distinction of HTM is embedded in the semantics of time 

which is an important element in applications relating to cyberphysical systems (CPS). Classic computer memory has a flat 

organization and does not have an inherent notion of time because the semantics of time are not available in the ISA 

(instruction set architecture). Therefore, in the classical programming environment, we can implement any kind of data 

organization and structure on top of the flat computer memory and control how and where information is stored.

HTM memory is more restrictive. HTM memory has a hierarchical organization and is inherently time based. Information is 

always stored in a distributed fashion. HTM user is expected to specify the size of the hierarchy and what to train the system 

on but the HTM controls where and how information is stored (data, patterns, text, sequences). Hence, HTMs are learning 

and prediction machines that can be applied to many types of problems through the inherent abstractions in the system. 

Although an HTM region is equivalent to only one portion of a neocortical region (layer 3), it can perform inference and 

prediction on complex data streams. Hence the significance of HTMs in data analytics in multiple domains or verticals. 

Although neurons in the neocortex are highly interconnected, inhibitory neurons guarantee that only a small percentage of 

the neurons are active at one time. Thus, information in the brain is always represented by a small percentage of active 

neurons within a large population of neurons. This kind of encoding is called a “sparse distributed representation” where a 

small percentage of neurons are active at one time. “Distributed” refers to the characteristic that the activation of many 

neurons are required in order to represent something. A single active neuron conveys some meaning but it must be 

interpreted within the context of a population of neurons to convey the full or complete meaning relevant to the context.

HTM (CLA) attributes include time and context – essential for many 

CPS (cyberphysical systems) applications and data analytics (context)



Understanding the neurological basis of certain anomalies provides clues to information/data processing



Neurons connect to process data and information using the mechanism of pattern recognition as a tool 

Syntactic Web

Semantic Web



Synapses can connect, converge and coalesce data from various regions to generate the precise response 

Syntactic Web

Semantic Web

Synaptic Web



Neuro-Synaptic Chips & Multi-core platforms for parallel processing of noisy, multi-modal, unstructured data 

Dr Dharmendra Modha

IBM • www.modha.org

Neuro-synpatic Chip



Model Based

Fault Detection 

Control Algorithms

Signal Processing

Data Driven

Anomaly Detection 

Software Monitors

FDI Supervisor

Embedded Fault Detection for Safety-Critical Systems

without reliance on the need for physical redundancy

Aviation Industry • in-flight monitoring data and aircraft maintenance based on data analytics   

MULTICORE PROCESSOR

Industrial Internet applications of multi-core platforms: Embedded Fault Detection for Safety-Critical Systems 



Heart of the Industrial Internet

Economic value from business and manufacturing data



40.2%
Think BIG DATA – Think Industrial Internet  

Think adding $15 trillion to the economy  



Connected Domains Converge

Synthesizing the Industrial Internet 



Industr ia l   Internet

Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)



Industr ia l   Internet

Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)



Why this mad pursuit ?

The quest for economic growth 



303

Almost half 

are jobless

About half 

are H2M

The richest 300 people are worth as much as the poorest 3 billion in terms of global wealth

Plight to Improve Global Economy - Penchant to Improve Lives of People



Diffusion of Economic Impact

Much more than transaction cost analysis

•

One unconventional example of value 



Is there any relation between toll 

collection and low birth weight ?



Is there a relation between electronic 

toll payments and health of the fetus?



YES

Electronic toll collection (EZ Pass) may     

improve the quality of life of newborns



Introduction of E-Z Pass (the electronic toll collection system for stop-less toll plaza) 

reduced prematurity and low birth weight among mothers within 2km of a toll plaza 

by 10.8% & 11.8%, respectively, relative to mothers 2-10km from a NJ-PA toll plaza.

Traffic Congestion and Infant Health: Evidence from E-Z Pass

Traffic congestion contributes significantly to poor health among infants. What is the economic impact?

NBER Working Paper 15413 http://www.nber.org/papers/w15413

Janet Currie, Princeton University and Reed Walker, Columbia University

National Bureau of Economic Research, 1050 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138

Supported by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation (http://www.macfound.org)



Traffic Congestion and Infant Health: Evidence from E-Z Pass

www.nber.org/papers/w15413



Traffic Congestion and Infant Health: Evidence from E-Z Pass

www.nber.org/papers/w15413



Economic Impact

la raison ultime



Economic Impact of the II

In engineering parlance, there is a phrase called 'energy under the curve.' This refers to the total  energy output of a 

device—light bulb, acoustic transducer —as measured on a graph across a range of frequencies. While every effort is 

made to maximize the amount of energy output from that device, in the end it's still a finite amount. The key to best 

performance is getting the device to deliver energy that is usable. A light bulb may produce x lumens of energy, but it 

won't do much good if its output is predominately at ultraviolet frequencies that are invisible to the human eye. An 

acoustic transducer (speaker) can be modified to produce more or less energy at different frequencies, but the total 

acoustic energy produced by that specific speaker is finite. The engineers can move the  energy output from one 

frequency region to another, but the 'total energy under the curve' remains the same. The key to a speaker's useful 

performance, of course, is for it to produce its energy at frequencies that are audible and useful to humans, not bats.

The Economic Impact of The Industrial Internet – The Energy Under The Curve

The concept of energy under the curve is directly analogous

to an economy's money supply at a given time. Both the energy 

and the money supply are known amounts. The money is going

to be spent by someone (device is going to output its energy). 

The key is for the money to be spent where it has the most benefit 

(the light bulb must produce visible light).

www.americanthinker.com/2004/09/the_light_bulb_economy.html



The Economic Impact of The Industrial Internet – The Energy Under The Curve



The Economic Impact of The Industrial Internet – The Energy Under The Curve



The Economic Impact of The Industrial Internet – Dwarfs the US DoD Budget

US$ Billions



The Economic Impact of The Industrial Internet – Driving Efficiencies

Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)



Different Spin on Objects
Industrial Internet of 3 Million Spinning Components → Improve Efficiency and Prevent Failure of Parts 

Anything that spins or rotates can break (downtime). Mounted sensors may detect fault or create alerts using MTBF 

(example of a common metric) to schedule preventative maintenance or replacement of part to avoid breakdowns.

Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)

# of Assets

# of Things 

That Spin



Millions of Parts Spin or Rotate to Deliver Power

4-5% net revenue (~$775,000 pa) lost due to unplanned outages for the 250MW F-class plant

http://gasturbinespower.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/article.aspx?articleid=1661517

http://proceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/proceeding.aspx?articleid=1694319

www.iea.org/etp/



Rail Transportation

According to a joint statement released after talks in New Delhi between Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and Indian Prime 

Minister Manmohan Singh on Saturday (25 January 2014) Manmohan Singh was appreciative of Japan's high level of expertise and 

technology of High Speed Railway (Shinkansen) system and noted its interest in introducing it in India. (IANS – 1/25/14 11:28 PM IST)



Projected Economic Impact if the Industrial Internet delivers 1% Savings 

Potential ROI for GE from micro-savings approach . Estimated savings approaching $300 billion over 15 years. 

Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)



Projected Economic Impact of The Industrial Internet 

World Bank, GE



The Hella-esque Economic Impact of The Industrial Internet – Hype vs Reality 

10 trillion1 trillion



LAS VEGAS (7 JANUARY 2014 @ CES) — Cisco Systems Chief Executive Officer John Chambers says that the Internet of 

Everything -- connected products from cars to household goods -- could be a $19 trillion opportunity. Chambers drew a 

picture of a world in which objects in homes, at airports, hotels and elsewhere are connected to the Internet and know 

peoples’ preferences. That could lead to consumers buying more goods, he said. Connectivity will have other ripple 

effects, including linked garbage cans which can reduce management of waste by 30 percent.

The Hella-esque Economic Impact of The Industrial Internet – Hype vs Reality 

“This is not about technology at all,” Chambers said. 

“It’s about how it changes peoples’ lives forever.”

“$19 trillion opportunity”



Software solutions for asset optimization through lower inventory costs, lower maintenance costs, lower asset capex costs and minimize unplanned downtime. 

Drilling iBox System (Oil & Gas) – Updates for event sequence, cycle counts and both condition-based and predictive maintenance. Connects to datalogger and provides diagnostic and 

prognostic condition monitoring.

ReliabilityMax (Oil & Gas) – Minimize unplanned downtime for heavy-duty and aero-derivative gas turbines. The system combines sensor data with predictive analytics on real-time and 

historical data plus expertise from diagnostics engineers.

Field360 (Oil & Gas) – Sensor data from electrical submersible pumps optimizes production by anticipating failure to increase mean time between failures & preventative asset maintenance. 

System 1 Evolution (Oil & Gas) – Monitors machinery, plants, enterprise fleets from a secure access point. 

LifeMax* Advantage (Power & Water) – Optimize to increase energy output 10%, save $600 million in fuel and boost revenue by $1 billion pa across a global B/E class power plant fleet.

PowerUp (Power & Water) – Optimize wind turbine energy output by 5% (up to 20% more profit). 

RailConnect 360 Monitoring and Diagnostics (M&D) (Transportation) – Locomotive health, maintenance and repairs. Collects and analyzes performance data during locomotive operations, 

automating diagnostics and root cause analysis to enable optimal and proactive repairs. Enables advanced planning of resources, building, running and routing trains.

Non-destructive Testing (NDT) Remote Collaboration (Oil & Gas) – Connects field inspectors with experts (real-time video online). When critical assets (risers, turbines, BOPs) are being 

inspected on a platform experts can view in real time. 

HoF SimSuite (Healthcare) – Improved decision support. Test future-state alternatives to understand cost, quality and patient experience trade-offs for a range of operational scenarios to 

understand impact on patients, staff, capacity and cost.

GE’s Cloud Imaging* (Healthcare) – Platform for intelligent imaging (exchange, analytics and results). 

Grid IQ™ Insight (Energy Management) – SaaS analytics to optimize and make sense of data from intelligent machines to predict, manage, model and forecast potential problems. Monitors 

usage, performance, weather to connect “ecosystems”

Proficy MaxxMine (Energy Management) – Predictive analytics to accurately detect and diagnose equipment problems before they happen.

Flight Efficiency Services (Aviation) – Acquires real-time data from aircraft and applies proprietary techniques to improve performance and increase efficiency in four areas: fuel use, flight 

analytics, navigation services and fleet synchronization. 

ShipperConnect (Transportation) – Enables rail shippers, car owners, logistic providers and terminal operators to automate operations, manage inventory and control costs. 

Flex Efficiency Advantage (Power & Water) – Monitoring power generation equipment in order to respond to real-time changes in power demand, grid conditions and fuel supply / source. 

Subsea Integrity Management (Oil & Gas) – Underwater remote monitoring system that increases production reliability using data from sensors measuring vibration, temperature, leak 

detection for well heads, manifolds and production stations. 

DoseWatch (Healthcare) – Track patient radiation dosing while maintaining image quality necessary to diagnose and treat diseases like cancer. 

Hospital Operations Management (HOM) – Integrates bed assignment, department workflow, patient flow, transport and equipment management to reduce wait times and improve QoS.

Fuel Management (Aviation) – Improve efficiencies to reduce up to 2% fuel bill (Alitalia saved €34M)

Real-Time Operational Intelligence (Energy Management) – Detect & predict factors potentially harmful for quality, plant conditions, 

Intelligent Operations services (Aviation) – Monitor data collected from aircraft equipment and airline systems to predict, prevent and recover from operational disruptions. Avoiding 1,000 

delays helps 165,000 passengers with on-time ETA. 

Movement Planner System / Rail Network Optimization – Real-time analytics of in-transit information to move more freight faster (Norfolk Southern improved network velocity by 10% & 50% 

reduction in expired crews and on-time performance).

GE PREDICTIVITY SOLUTIONS 



Barriers to reap the economic harvest?

Penetration of connectivity



Is this the rate-limiting factor for the diffusion of the Industrial Internet ? 

http://www.oecd.org/internet/broadband/oecdbroadbandportal.htm

WIRELESS BROADBAND (AND ITS ECOSYSTEM INCLUDING ALLOCATION OF SPECTRUM) 



Data appears to suggest that almost everybody in the world has a mobile cell phone 

wearesocial.sg



Data appears to suggest the global dominance of Android OS (percent shipped by OS) 

IDC



Is Mobile Penetration by Country – Useful KPI for Connectivity ? 

Will this form of connectivity suffice for deployment of the Industrial Internet?  

wearesocial.sg



Mobile Penetration by Country - Index of Social Chatter 

Social chatter isn’t equal to business growth. Limited impact on the Industrial Internet.  

wearesocial.sg



Internet Penetration 

A better index for future business growth and the spread of the Industrial Internet.  

wearesocial.sg



Internet Penetration by Region 

A better index for future business growth and the spread of the Industrial Internet.  

wearesocial.sg



Internet Penetration by Country

Potential for future business growth and the spread of the Industrial Internet.  

wearesocial.sg



Mobile Broadband Penetration by Region 

A critical index for future business growth and the spread of the Industrial Internet.  

wearesocial.sg



Immediate vs Future Business Growth due to the Industrial Internet ?  

Is the deployment of the Industrial Internet proportional to mobile broadband access?  
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Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)

Future Business Growth due to the Industrial Internet 

The Industrial Internet may add $15 Trillion to GDP 2012-2030 



The Future of Business Growth → Net Government Debt as a % of GDP 



Analysis of Economic Impact

Projections and estimates are not facts



Rate of Improvement Economic Potential 2025

MGI
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Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium (www.iiconsortium.org) ● Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta

5 ECONOMIC GROWTH SECTORS + 12 DOMAINS OF RAPID ADVANCES

12 DOMAINSFIVE SECTORS
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Sectors Predicted to Influence US GDP Growth over the next few decades  

MGI
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US Bureau of Labor Statistics

Segments of the US economy likely to be influenced over the next decades  



Projected Gradient of Socio-Economic Impact  

MGI
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Growth fueled by investment (%) from federal, state & private sources   

MGI
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Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium (www.iiconsortium.org) ● Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta

FUTURE ECONOMIC GROWTH SECTORS (PROJECTIONS ARE NOT FACTS)



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium (www.iiconsortium.org) ● Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta
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Infrastructure
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Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium (www.iiconsortium.org) ● Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta

FUTURE ECONOMIC GROWTH SECTORS (PROJECTIONS ARE NOT FACTS)
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Energy Efficiency of an incandescent light bulb ~ 2%

US - lighting accounts for about a quarter (~22%) of all electricity usage



349

Future Energy Supply Chain – Multi-directional Flow ?



350

Load Balancing - energy from wind & grid to meet time-varying demand

Warren Powell, Princeton University (Stochastic Optimization)

End to end connected sensor networks in the energy industrial internet



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium (www.iiconsortium.org) ● Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta

351Kandel, Sheridan and McAuliffe (2008) A comparison of per capita electricity consumption: US v California [California Energy Commission]

Using demand management techniques California reduced energy usage

000’s kWh/person 000’s kWh/person



D. Mahling, MIT

Automated Demand Management and Load Balancing (California, 

2002)

Industrial Internet expected to improve systemic energy efficiency 



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium (www.iiconsortium.org) ● Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta 353

$ Billion

By 2020, shale gas and oil could boost US GDP by $380 billion to $690 billion annually and create up to 1.7 million 

jobs. Cheaper natural gas may increase output in energy-intensive  manufacturing by $75 billion to $105 billion. 

Energy imports are nearly half of the US goods trade deficit, but additional shale production could drive net US 

energy imports to zero. The industrial internet is expected to play a catalytic role in this transformational landscape. 

US Energy Sector – Potential Impact of Shale Gas Production by 2020     

www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2014).pdf
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Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium (www.iiconsortium.org) ● Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta

FUTURE ECONOMIC GROWTH SECTORS (PROJECTIONS ARE NOT FACTS)



Commercial aircral forecast → 27,000 to 35,000 over the next 20 years

MGI

These aircrafts will not see three individuals guiding a plane to its door.
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The robocrafts will sense the door, talk to the jet bridge and auto-unload



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● SVP, Industrial Internet Consortium (www.iiconsortium.org) ● Research Affiliate, School of Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta
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% Share of US & Canadian content in production of autos sold in the US

MGI



US$15 trillion left on the table

What skill sets and training are necessary for the workforce to 

unleash the economic potential of the ecosystems that include energy 

sector, aviation industry and automobile manufacturing? 

358

The industrial internet is expected to transform workforce development 
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Mining and monetizing the value of data 

and information from the industrial internet



Where is my slice of the pie?

How much of the $10 - $15 trillion may be diverted to my bank?



Goldman-Sachs Quick Get Rich Insider Information

Hsinchu Science Park



C O N V E R G E N C E  C A T A L Y Z E D  E C O N O M I C  P O T E N T I A L  ~ $ 1 5  t o  $ 5 0  T R I L L I O N  p a  c a  2 0 2 5

HealthcareHealthcare

Smart GridSmart Grid

Cyber-Physical SystemsCyber-Physical Systems

Transportation + Disaster and Emergency First Response SystemsTransportation + Disaster and Emergency First Response Systems
Aerospace

Locomotives

Maintenance and fault prevention

using in-flight monitoring; reduce

down-time by auto-tracking metrics;

fuel consumption; supply chain  

Cloud of ThingsCloud of Things

Data, Decisions, SCMData, Decisions, SCM

ManufacturingManufacturing

ManufacturingManufacturing

Predictive AnalyticsPredictive Analytics

Privacy, Cyber-SecurityPrivacy, Cyber-Security

EV as storageEV as storage

Energy Supply ChainEnergy Supply Chain

Modified and adapted from MGI

Industr ia l   Internet



MGI Estimated Potential Annual Economic Impact circa 2025

In highly successful firms such as McKinsey and Company hundreds of new MBAs join the firm 

every year and almost as many leave. But the company is able to crank out high-quality work

year after year because its core capabilities are rooted in its processes and values rather than

in its resources (vision). I sense, however, that these capabilities of McKinsey also constitute 

its disabilities. The rigorously analytical, data-driven processes that help it create value for its

clients in existing, relatively stable markets render it much less capable in technology markets.

Clayton Christensen (Harvard Business School, 2000) also in his book The Innovators Dilemma

$ trillion













MGI







































IoE enabled examples

How the medium of the internet is 

generating value in the public sector



Examples of IoE enabled value in the public sector



Examples of IoE enabled value in the public sector – Smart Parking $41 billion



Examples of IoE enabled value in the public sector – Water Management $39 billion



Examples of IoE enabled value in the public sector – Gas Monitoring $69 billion



Examples of IoE enabled value in the public sector – Chronic Disease Management $146 billion



Examples of IoE enabled value in the public sector – Road Pricing $18 billion



Examples of IoE enabled value in the public sector – Telecommuting $125 billion



Examples of IoE enabled value in the public sector – MOOC driven Digital Learning $258 billion

Note: MOOCs are valuable due to their ability to deliver factual learning outside of face time in the classroom. 

Hence, classrooms can serve as project learning or test-bed for activities which transforms theory to practice. 

Digital learning helps to flip the classroom from a lecture theater to a project based learning (PBL) environment. 

MOOCs will help promote the principles first practiced by Maria Montessori and her education philosophy.



Examples of IoE enabled value in the public sector – Connected Militarized Defense $1.5 trillion



POLICY – The ultimate driver and catalyst to unleash the value from IoE, IoT & industrial internet



IoT enabled examples

How the medium of the internet is 

generating value in other verticals



Examples of IT enabled value

Boehringer Ingelheim sponsored a competition 

on Kaggle (platform for data-analysis) to predict if 

a new drug molecule may cause genetic 

mutations. The winning team, from among nearly 

9,000 competitors, combined experience in 

insurance, physics and neuroscience. Its analysis 

beat existing predictive methods by >25%.

FedEx’s SenseAware: Customers place a small 

device the size of a mobile phone inside 

packages. Device includes GPS, sensors to 

monitor temperature, light, humidity, barometric 

pressure and special criteria which may be critical 

to biomedical products and/or sensitive 

electronics. Real-time info about product location 

and if ambient conditions have changed. The 

data-rich variation of RFID tags helps companies 

manage complex and perishable supply chains.

Acxiom offers clients, from banks to auto 

companies, profiles of 500 million customers. 

Each profile enriched by more than 1,500 data 

points gleaned from the analysis of up to 50 

trillion transactions.

Data from real-time monitoring of blogs, news 

and Tweets may detect subtle shifts in sentiment 

that can affect product and pricing strategy. 

Advanced analytic software allows machines to 

identify hidden patterns in massive data flow or 

documents. This machine “intelligence” means 

that a wider range of knowledge tasks may be 

automated at lower cost. As companies collect 

more data from operations, they may gain new 

revenue streams by selling sanitized information 

on spending patterns or physical activities to third 

parties ranging from economic forecasters to 

health-care companies.



Clearwell Systems (Silicon Valley) analyzes legal 

documents for pretrial discovery. Machines 

scanned >0.5 million documents and pinpointed 

the 0.5% which were relevant. What would have 

taken a legal team several weeks took 3 days. 

Machines are becoming adept at structuring 

basic content for reports, auto-generating 

marketing and financial materials by scanning 

documents and data.

Signaling a new quest for AI based decision 

support system (DSS), IBM’s Watson is tackling 

cancer research by reading >600,000 medical-

evidence reports, 1.5 million patient records and 

2 million pages of clinical-trial reports and 

medical-journal articles. Aids decision-support for 

oncologists at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer 

Center, NY.

Food retailers Tesco and Delhaize deployed life-

size store displays at S. Korean & Belgian subway 

stations. It allows commuters waiting for trains to 

use smartphones to order groceries, which are 

shipped to their homes or available for pickup at 

a physical store location. Other retailers are using 

similar displays in physical stores so consumers 

can also order out-of-stock (OOS) products.

Examples of IT enabled value



November 14, 2013 (TNN)

With 243 million users by 2014, India exceeds US in internet reach. But, India’s digital penetration is only 

10% and China 40%. Rising levels of connectivity presents potentially enormous opportunities for business.
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Connectivity may exponentially enhance IT enabled value in emerging economies



India has enrolled 380 million citizens in the 

largest biometric-identity program (Aadhaar). It

plans to use the system to make >$50billion in 

cash transfers to the poor (saves $6billion fraud)

Smartphones and tablets are entering classrooms 

to deliver personalized MOOC. India is running 

trials of the sub-$50 Aakash tablet to link more 

than 25,000 colleges in an e-learning program.

In rural Bangladesh, 90% of births occur outside 

hospitals. A mobile-notification system alerts 

clinics to dispatch nurse–midwife teams.

In China, a public–private partnership created a 

cardiovascular-monitoring system that allows 

patients to self-administer electrocardiograms 

and transmit data to specialists in Beijing, who 

may suggest treatments by phone.

In 2011, US government introduced a Cloud First 

policy, which laid out a vision to shift a quarter of 

the $80 billion in annual federal spending to the 

cloud from in-house data centers. It may save 20-

30% on the cost of the shifted work.

Mt Sinai Hospital (NYC) collaborates with GE to 

use smart tags to track the flow of hundreds of 

patients, treatments and medical assets in real 

time. The hospital estimates may treat 10,000 

more patients / year and generate $120 million in 

savings and revenues over several years.

Connectivity and IT enabled value will influence government, healthcare, education



Transparent and innovative business models are in dynamic state with real-time information, 

instant price discovery and quick problem resolution. The latter is now a basic expectation of 

consumers, citizens and business customers. Taken together, these changes will force many 

companies to rethink elements of their business models which are not in pace with these 

progressive practices. Leaders will need to make their companies more transparent and elevate 

rapid responsiveness as a core competency. Business models built on transparency and 

responsiveness will satisfy customers and help companies become more agile and credible with 

their stakeholders as long as privacy and security concerns are adequately addressed.

• http://www.ibm.com/analytics/us/en/

• http://hbr.org/2012/10/big-data-the-management-revolution/ar/1

• http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2010/10/what-were-driving-at.html

• http://hbr.org/2012/10/data-scientist-the-sexiest-job-of-the-21st-century

• http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/gbe03575usen/GBE03575USEN.PDF

• http://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/robotics/artificial-intelligence/how-google-self-driving-car-works

Connectivity and IT catalyzed value – What does this mean?



The rising economic and business impact of information technology means that competition will 

heat up for graduates in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) where job

growth is likely to be several times faster than in other areas. As the automation of knowledge 

work gains momentum and computers start handling a growing number of tasks now performed 

by knowledge workers, some mid-level jobs will disappear. People with higher-level skills will 

become  more important. Providing new forms of training to upgrade knowledge workers’ 

capabilities and rethinking the nature of public education, especially in mathematics, will be 

critical priorities for businesses to invest in and for government leaders to decrease bureaucracy.

Connectivity and IT catalyzed value – Who will deliver the value?

The need for education, talent and skilled workforce development. 



Skilled Workforce

Where are they now? 

What is the underlying discipline key to these skills?



People in ’000s (2009)

Math-based role: Actuaries



People in ’000s (2009)

Math-based role: Economists



People in ’000s (2009)

Math-based role: Epidemiologists



People in ’000s (2009)

Math-based role: Industrial Engineers



People in ’000s (2009)

Mathematicians



People in ’000s (2009)

Math-based role: Mathematical Scientists 



People in ’000s (2009)

Math-based role: Mathematical Technicians



People in ’000s (2009)

Math-based role: Operations Research



People in ’000s (2009)

Math-based role: Statisticians



The Road to Data Science 



Data driven decisions with target the message and marketing will morph  



Is this a likely solution to ameliorate our lives or alleviate the endemic anathema for mathematics fueling the increasing skills gap (chasm) in US ?  



How baby-sitting will be automated in the future …  



The Third Industrial RevoluQon cannot progress under any ‘boss’  →  it needs leaders



Optimizing the signal to noise ratio is key to determining the measurable impact of the industrial internet  

Empty vessels make the most noise



CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

WORK IN PROGRESS



Introducing

CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

Grossly OVER-SIMPLIFIED VERSION SUITABLE MERELY AS A FIRST LOOK for the UNINITIATED 

∑(nCPS)

Economic Value from the Management of Information Entropy and Application of the Cybernetics Approach 



∑(nCPS)



∑(nCPS)

THIS DOCUMENT IS PURELY FOR AN ELEMENTARY LEVEL INTRODUCTION to differentiate 

between the popular concept of “time” in so-called “real-time” events that we associate with 

internet of things [IoT] versus critical time centricity necessary for time guarantees in true 

cyber-physical systems. In some instances, CPS may overlap with industrial internet events 

where time assurances are vital (eg: healthcare or jet engine monitoring in-flight). This 

document, in subsequent versions, will address “time” issues with greater clarity with respect 

to some of the topics mentioned in the document. References to CPS related activities in EU and 

elsewhere is provided to indicate that CPS and the industrial internet are global advances 

where trust, transparency, security and standards are quintessential for progress. This is a 

tutorial for people to get acquainted with CPS. This is not a marketing tool. This is a collection 

of ideas from various sources and does not include any original research by the author. You may 

share this document without any restrictions. Email comments to shoumendatta@gmail.com 



work in

progress

The Industrial Internet of Things for a Smarter Planet ? 



Autonomy of physical objects to communicate and respond to 

feedback from internal and external data via the internet presents 

potential for developing classes of networked cyberphysical systems 

(nCPS). It may offer new economic value for various industries. The 

connected confluence of objects, data and decisions may catalyze the 

emergence of the internet of humanity (IoH) to improve the quality of 

our lives.



The Industrial Internet                        Cyber-Physical Systems          

� Cyber-Physical Systems – term was coined by Dr Helen Gill (2006, NSF) 

� Orchestration of networked computational resources with physical systems (EAL)

� Integration of information processing in and with physical environment or systems

� CPS builds on Embedded Systems and ICT (conjunction of physical and computational 

dynamics with software and network of sensors/actuators)

Physical 
Plant

Embedded 
Platforms

Information  
& Analytics

CPS

Insup Lee, UPenn



The Industrial Internet            

� Modus Operandi

� Key Components

� Strategic Elements

� Demonstrate

� Duplicate

� Disseminate

� Productize / Integration

� Standardize / Standardization

� Commoditize / Implementation

� US Progress

� EU Advances

� Other Groups

Intel IoT Presentation



The Industrial Internet                          Create Economic Value ?

• Demonstrate

• Duplicate

• Disseminate

• Productize / Integration

• Standardize / Standardization

• Commoditize / Implementation



The Industrial Internet                                                   [nCPS] Components

• Network

• [n] Cyber Physical Systems (nmc/mc)

• Co-Engineering Systems of Ecosystems 

• Standardization / Virtualization

• Cybersecurity

• Privacy

• Sensors / mesh networks, self-organizing

• Embedded Systems / Transducer, Actuator

• Query, Data, Information, Analytics,

• Integrating Semantics of Time (RTOS)

• Autonomous Feedback Regulation 

• Model Driven Engineering / Architecture

• Systems Interoperability Standards / Tools

• Application and Economic Analyses / EVA



The Industrial Internet                          ?

• Demonstrate
CPS

Real-world

Aware Cloud

SoS

Interoperative

Ecosystems

Smart Cooperative

Interactive

Smart Embedded

Adaptive 

Embedded System

Control



Demonstrate : Back drop 

� Heard on the Hill …

� Internet of Everything is the next evolution 

of the Internet, connecting people, 

processes, data  and things.

� Cisco predicts by 2015 there will be 25 

billion devices connected to the internet 

and 50 billion by 2050. An estimated $14.4 

trillion at stake for global businesses over 

the next decade.

� GE estimates the Industrial Internet will 

save $150 billion pa from efficiency gains.

� Internet of Everything will lead to new 

lines of business and job creation.

Intel

estimates  

200 billion

Intel IoT Presentation



Demonstrate : Policy Issues

� Spectrum                                           More 

required. War over spectrum (gov versus 

public and private sectors).

� Privacy & Security                                

Requires global interoperable concepts 

(balance/accommodate local cultures, 

governance structures). Avoid focusing on 

hypothetical or imagined distress.

� Standardization & Interoperability Open 

standards necessary for devices, machines 

(D2D/M2M/V2V/O2O) and communications 

(data) technologies. To be driven by industry 

utilizing current global standards-setting 

organizations in collaboration with global 

industries, agencies, organizations, 

governments in trusted collaborations.



Demonstrate : Test Bed 

� Design select domains to demonstrate

� End-2-End Test Bed Scenarios

� Manufacturing (auto, fab, military)

� Aerospace Maintenance

� Healthcare Monitoring

� Energy Efficiency

� Oil and Gas

� Logistics

� Finance

� Retail

� Map Domains

� Map domains to industry / partner

� Map scenario to partner WIP

� Integration Gap Analysis 

� Resources / BOM

� Work packages

� Funding

� Build

� Test



Suppliers

Growers

Processors

Distributors

Retailers

Consumers

Waste Management Services
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Machinery

Performance: Performance: Performance: Performance: Reduce response time & Avoid out of stock Cost: Cost: Cost: Cost: Optimize logistic, reduce inventory & avoid over-production

Demonstrate : Test Bed Example 

Dr Shi-Wan Lin, Intel



Demonstrate : Test Bed Transition to Deployment  

• Public Space Deployment ScenarioPublic Space Deployment ScenarioPublic Space Deployment ScenarioPublic Space Deployment Scenario

Refrigerated truck transporting cargo containers with perishable grocery arrives     

at an intermodal operation (for transportation by sea or air or rail or cross-dock)

– Driver disembarks prior to entering security perimeter

– Truck shifts to autonomous mode and enters secure zone

– Unloads / uploads cargo (informs supply chain partners)

– Exits secure zone and arrives at a Hilton to pick-up driver

– Truck driver continues to warehouse / distribution center   



James Provost

Can we deploy semi-autonomous freight transportation ? 

In 2002, transportation-related goods & services accounted for more than ten percent  

(over $1 trillion) of US GDP [www.rita.dot.gov/bts/programs/freight_transportation/html/transportation.html]

… in my story “Sally,” published in 1953, I described computerized cars that had 

almost reached the stage of having lives of their own. And, in the last few years, 

we do indeed have computerized cars that can actually talk to the driver …                      

(Isaac Asimov in Robot Dreams)
www.ebooktrove.com/Asimov,%20Isaac/Asimov,%20Isaac%20-%20Robot%20-%20Robot%20Dreams.pdf



Semi-Autonomous Transportation – connecting atoms 

(cargo and goods via land, sea and air) with bits (data) 

● Highly granular micro-localization of goods movement between various nodes and modes

● Intra-container visibility and tamper-proofing / tamper-evidence (data via 5G network devices)

● Sequential check of bill of lading and tracking (compliant with SOX-409 / DHS CBP e-manifests)



Autonomous Transportation – connect to freight and 

global container track and trace (goods transparency)



Autonomous Transportation – Air Freight Forwarding
Asset optimization, security enhancement and supply chain visibility 

Dr Peter Closson Evans (GE Global Strategy and Analytics, 2013)



Infrastructure

Smart Cities
Big Data

Analytics

Interoperability

Standards

Intelligent

Robotics

Networks, 5G

Time Semantics

Security

Privacy

Context – Roadways

Context – Intermodal Visibility

Context – Supply Chain Network Distribution Integration Platform

DEPLOYMENT OF SCENARIO

Energy

Environment



• Pragmatic Perspectives

– Standards based transportation solutions catalytic to global economic growth

– Pragmatic solution to really “grand” problems with socio-economic impact

– Real world test bed must transition to real world implementation which can be 

replicated across various contexts (context of warehouse, highways, airports)

– Solutions leading to new lines of business growth, new products and services 

which will create new jobs which will exceed job loss due to automation 

– Solution created by industry-academia-government cooperative supporting 

interoperability and standardization across multiple global stakeholders

– Solutions exhibiting optimization of multi-disciplinary convergence (security, 

performance, feasibility) with future smart city infrastructure

– Solution must be evaluated for industry impact and cost effectiveness using key 

performance indicators to develop benchmarking tools and guiding metrics

Semi-Autonomous Freight Transportation



• R&D (basic principles with applications relevant to transport) 

• Language and representation of model based development

• Interoperability with legacy code and model driven architecture (models 
written in code vs models developed by simulation)

• Immersive prototyping of the environment and the interaction of the object 
with the environment (creating deterministic models using simulation)

• Time synchronization of multiple objects (robots, drones, vehicles, cargo 
containers) 

• Autonomous objects and human interactions in collaborative environments

• Convergence of robotics (autonomous objects) with networking (spectrum, 
bandwidth, latency, standards and protocols) and what happens to the data 
in the system

• Real-time vs run-time cybersecurity (threat matrix evaluation, intruder 
detection and repulsion) using time + context integrated algorithms (HTM)

• Human learning captured to aid and improve machine learning precision 
used in conjunction with ANN algorithms such as hierarchical temporal 
memory (HTM) cortical learning algorithms (CLA)

Semi-Autonomous Freight Transportation



• Industry seeks solutions for business development

• Abstraction of the operating system “brain” to the level of PnP

• PnP to convert manual vehicles to semi-autonomous objects

• High definition 3D point cloud and LIDAR maps which can be downloaded 

as street maps for human view (eg Google maps) and enables autonomous 

vehicles to “see” the “streetlet” view (in the future - Google map for any 

autonomous vehicle or object)

• Monetization of data and analytics

• Savings from economies of efficiencies

Semi-Autonomous Freight Transportation



Complex Urban Mission – Ft Belvoir ??

Complex Urban Mission 

Testbed



HD 3D Point Cloud for Immersive Mapping of road segmentation, 

obstacle detection, situation awareness, uncertainty estimation 



LIDAR is one part of the HD 3D Point Cloud for Immersive Mapping 



Illustration by Neils Quack



Streets

Streetlets



Network Resilience - What happens if the network is disrupted ?  

GEO

Transportation

Cybersecurity 

Truck equipped 

with Droneport

● [1] Drones on board using HACMS 

and fitted with UWB transceivers to  

create ad hoc radio network

● [2] Roof-top wireless electricity 

charging pad for droneport provided 

by WiTriCity

● [3] Drones transmit signal to LEO, 

MEO, HEO or GEO satellites in range

● [4] Satellite re-transmits to safe 

zones for communication / update

● [5] Responds with message and/or 

guidance to autonomous vehicle  

1

2

3 4

5



http://bit.ly/Unabomber-TK

THEODORE KACZYNSKI’S ‘DRONACHARYA’ DELIVERS TO YOUR DOOR-STEP er MAIL BOX
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C-TPAT ACE

ATDI

ATS

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

e-manifest
• Vehicle Identification
• Driver’s Passport Number
• Address of Importer

100 Data Elements

• Trucking Route
• Driver Id (Biometrics)
• Cargo Id (Biomarkers)
• Purchase Order
• Proof of Delivery
• Advance Shipping Notice
• Ports of Passage
• Destination
• Origin

Attests company performs risk analysis of supply 
chain and has mitigation mechanisms in place.

Attestation audited by Customs.

Audited by Customs for best
practices in supply chain and
information (data) sharing.

Distributed data silos and lack of
interoperability creates blindspot.
Hinders non-obvious relationship
analysis (NORA) for risk estimate. 

Forecast Risk

C-TPAT > Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism

ACE > Automated Commercial Environment (the enterprise system equivalent) 

ATDI > Advanced Trade Data Initiative (necessary for C-TPAT Tier 3) 

ATS > Automated Targeting System (in operation since 1990’s)

Autonomous Transportation ● Operation Safe Commerce



Transportation in Smart Cities



Autonomous Transportation Must Connect to Smart 

City Infrastructure for Energy and Clean Environment



India invests $20 million for smart cities linked to transport 



HITACHI



• Physical View

– Layer 0: The physical objects that participate, the interconnects between 
them

– Layer 1: The project-specific functions performed by each physical object, 
and the data exchanged between them

– Layer 2: Application-specific; shows only those objects that are part of the 
application, with more detail on the flow of data

• Enterprise View

– Layer 0: The people and agencies that own and operate physical objects

– Layer 1: The people and agencies that own and operate physical objects 
and application objects

• Communications View

– For each information flow in the Physical View, the layered 
communications protocols necessary to implement the information flow

US DoT – SEMI Architecture 

Walton Fehr, Intelligent Transport Systems, FWHA, US DoT



US DoT – SEMI Architecture Physical View Layer 0 

Walton Fehr, Intelligent Transport Systems, FWHA, US DoT



US DoT – SEMI Architecture Physical View Layer 0 Example 

Walton Fehr, Intelligent Transport Systems, FWHA, US DoT



today’s area of 

focus

US DoT – SEMI Architecture Physical View Layer 1 

Walton Fehr, Intelligent Transport Systems, FWHA, US DoT



US DoT – SEMI Architecture Enterprise View  

Walton Fehr, Intelligent Transport Systems, FWHA, US DoT



US DoT – SEMI Architecture Enterprise View Layer 0 Example  

Walton Fehr, Intelligent Transport Systems, FWHA, US DoT



The Industrial Internet                          ?

• Demonstrate

• Replicate transportation - EU, Asia

• Disseminate



Duplicate

� Demonstration Case Study / Analyses

� Test Bed Evaluation / Modification

� Identify new partners  / Design

� Create working group

� Global engagement 

� New Test Bed 

� Map domains to new partners

� Map scenario to partner WIP

� Integration Gap Analysis 

� Resources / BOM

� Work packages

� Funding

� Build

� Test



The Industrial Internet                          ?

• Disseminate



Disseminate

� Case studies and external evaluation

� Tutorials / workshops / conferences

� Government and agency liaison

� Catalyze large-scale projects 

� Induce cognitive bias / PR 

� yVNR

� Diabetes (Steel Magnolias)

� www.ge.com/mindsandmachines

� www.youtube.com/watch?v=etAYyCitLD0

� www.youtube.com/watch?v=loinY8MmVq8

� www.youtube.com/watch?v=sb8mk2HSJUc

� www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QMO1SZ0-is&feature=youtu.be



How to initiate …

� Catalogue various test beds / in progress

� Connected scenarios WIP / ready

� Collaborate / collective design   

� Starting point for demo

� Resources and funding 

� Organizational links ?

� EU, METI, BRIC ? 

� High value PR ?

� Research ?

� Liaison

� US CTO OSTP 

� METI, EU (Neeli Kroes)

� 113th Congress  NCCIP Act 2013 • HR 3696 / Dec 11, 2013

� NIST REPORTS (www.nist.gov/el/isd/cps-020613.cfm)

� Presidential Innovation Fellows (Cyber-Physical Systems)



Corporate Expectations                                  Government Expectations

� ROI

� Economic growth 

� New lines of business 

� New sources of revenue

� Capture emerging markets

� ROI

� Economic growth 

� New lines of business 

� New sources of revenue

� Capture emerging markets

� New jobs creation

� Workforce development

� Quality of life improvements

� Public accountability and security 

TECHNOLOGICAL  INNOVATION

CATALYST  FOR  CIVILIZATION

TECHNOLOGICAL  INNOVATION

CATALYST  FOR  CIVILIZATION



The Industrial Internet                          Create Economic Value ?

• Demonstrate

• Duplicate

• Disseminate

• Productize / Integration

• Standardize

• Commoditize



Clarity ?

The scope of the Industrial Internet needs definition,  at least internally. Clarity is 

necessary to differentiate between functions which are not mission critical with respect 

to time granularity (supply chain) versus mission critical (mc) functions where real time 

dependency is vital to prevent catastrophe (heart pacemakers).

Networked cyber-physical systems may be the shared common foundation for 

∑[nCPS]
nmc

as well as  ∑[nCPS]
mc

with emphasis on clarity about proposed project goals, 

expectations of outcome, correctness of hardware and software systems synchronization 

following physical realization of functional integration.



Evolution of the Industrial Internet                    



Foundation of the Industrial Internet                                   Concept Map: Cyber-Physical Systems

Professor Edward Lee, University of California at Berkeley • NSF Contract CNS 1035672



Even a  smal l  sub-system 

http://chess.eecs.berkeley.edu



Even a  smal l  sub-system may be  an  E lephant

Children's story based on an Indian folk tale dating back at least 2000 years.
Offers insight into what happens if the systems view of a problem is ignored. 
Six men who are very knowledgeable are blind. They encounter an elephant
and each gives his analysis of the ‘system’ based on the particular part of the
elephant (system) they happen to touch. Each is partly right since they have 
made contact with one major subsystem. However, they are wrong because 
in their blindness they failed to comprehend the system as a whole. Often in
CPS the limited perspectives (embedded systems, communication, physical
Plant) of individual domains may lead to failure for as a whole (integration).



Slapstick Internet vs Industrial Internet                   Manage Entropy & Improve S2N Ratio

Unstructured, Non-Reladonal, Asynchronous,  Broad,  Complex,  Distributed → Big Data Information

ENTROPY

Hitachi Data Systems



Future CPS / Physical Systems Communication / Systems Software

• Deterministic Models     (Edward 

Lee, Insup Lee)

• Model Engineering    Embedded 

Systems

• Temporal Semantics of Time (ISA, 

Concurrency)

• CyberSecurity (HR 3696)

• Languages / Tools / Interfaces 

(PTIDES, FMI )

• Model Driven Architecture      

(Richard Soley) / RT CORBA

• HDFS + Cassandra (Lakshman & 

Malik); Tessellation OS

• unABCD → Big / Small Data  

TBD (to be discussed)



It is about TIME - Room 110



Giulio Bottari

• Need for a unified Abstract Model for frequency/ phase/time - > 

protocols - > physical implementation-platform for the applications 

with different requirements;  API semantics; precision, traceability; 

when did an event really happened; Interworking  between time 

aware something (NTP/PTP/System Time, etc.); common view of the 

time/legal time/standard/epoch time – standard precision-granularity; 

From abstract model to realization

• Value for timing in a trillions of network elements - IoT; does it help? 

Scaling aspects; distribution in a wide network. Hierarchy is a problem 

or a solution; 

• Time in a virtual (but physical!) network/network elements-how to 

monitoring a virtual network; 

• Guaranteed /Traceability timing with appropriate accuracy/precision; 

Both in the physical network and in the model (e.g. for prediction)

Problem Areas/Challenges



Manycores – Tessellation OS

Swarm-OS

Distributed Sense-Control-Actuate Platforms

Innovative Devices and Materials

Middleware and services

Swarm App Store

In
te

g
ra

ti
o

n

Professor John Kubiatowicz, Swarm Lab, University of California at Berkeley

Intel Xeon Phi [MIC]

Many Integrated Core  



TBD            

� Modus Operandi

� Key Components

� Strategic Elements

� Demonstrate

� Duplicate

� Disseminate

� Productize / Integration

� Standardize / Standardization

� Commoditize / Implementation

� US Progress

� EU Advances

� Other Groups

IBM IoT Tracks Your Pork

From the Farm to the Fork  



� Modus Operandi

� Key Components

� Strategic Elements

� Demonstrate

� Duplicate

� Disseminate

� Productize / Integration

� Standardize / Standardization

� Commoditize / Implementation

� US Progress

� EU Advances

� Other Groups

The Industrial Internet            

� Industrial Internet - IoT - IoE - SMART

� ATT, Cisco, GE, IBM, Intel, Rockwell, Boeing, GM, UTC

� CSRA - RSA, Intel, AMD, EMC, Lockheed, Honeywell

� Academic / Industry Leadership - CPS

� UCB, MIT, CMU, UPenn, CalTech, UCLA, UIUC

� Vanderbilt, UMich, UMD, Notre Dame, TAMU

� CHESS, TerraSwarm, FORCES, Ptolemy, PRET

� Correct-by-Design, iCyPhy (IBM/UTC) , Millennial Net

� US Government Support 

� NASA, NSF, NIST, NREL

� DOE (ARPA-E), DOD (DARPA)

� DHS, DOJ, DOT, NIST  (www.cybersecurityresearch.org)



The Industrial Internet            

� Modus Operandi

� Key Components

� Strategic Elements

� Demonstrate

� Duplicate

� Disseminate

� Productize / Integration

� Standardize / Standardization

� Commoditize / Implementation

� US Progress

� EU Advances

� Other Groups

Intel IoT Presentation



EU Perception 



EU – Cloudy Forecast                       CPS Infrastructure ?



EU ARTEMIS [7th Framework]                  Embedded Digital Intelligence

29 Oct 2013 - Cyber Physical Systems inside ARTEMIS by Dr Heinrich Daembkes, President of ARTEMIS



EU ARTEMIS [7th Framework]                                        CPS Vision [5 December 2013]

ARTEMIS

Advanced Research and Technology 

for 

Embedded Intelligence and Systems

Dr Heinrich Daembkes, President of ARTEMIS

Published 05 December 2013



http://ec.europa.eu/research/horizon2020/index_en.cfm

http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/connect/

EU Horizon 2020 [7th Framework]                           SCPS Vision [30 Oct 2013]



1. CONTROL-CPS - Reactive control 

protocols for cyber-physical systems

Start Date: 2013-09-01 End 

Date: 2017-08-31

2. CYPHERS - Cyber-Physical EU Roadmap 

and Strategy

Start Date: 2013-07-01 End 

Date: 2014-12-31 

Integration of software-intensive 

embedded systems and global 

communication networks in CPS is the next 

revolution in ICT

3. VICYPHYSYS - Virtual CPS

Start Date: 2012-03-01 End 

Date: 2014-02-28 

In CPS physical processes are

controlled by a pervasive network of 

embedded computers. Computation, 

communication and the physical 

environment very tightly integrated.

4. ADVANCE - Advanced Design and 

Verification Environment for CPS

Start Date: 2011-10-01 End 

Date: 2014-03-31 

Develop unified tool-based framework for 

automated formal verification and 

simulation-based validation of CPS.

EU CORDIS CPS PROJECTS                         



5. MODESEC - Model-based Design of 

Secure Cyber Physical Systems

Start Date: 2013-06-24 End 

Date: 2016-06-23 

Develop a design methodology that 

integrates security in the model-based 

design (MBD) process of CPS.

6. SPHINX                                              Co-

Evolution Framework for Model

Refactoring & Proof Adaptation in CPS.

7. CPSOS – Roadmap on R&D and 

Innovation in Engineering and 

Management of CPS of Systems.

Start Date: 2013-10-01 End 

Date: 2016-03-31 

Exchange platform for SoS related projects 

and communities.

8. EURO-MILS - Virtualisation for 

Trustworthy Applications and Security in 

Critical Domains

Start Date: 2012-10-01 End 

Date: 2015-09-30 

Cyber-physical networks based on 

embedded systems will connect next

generations of aircrafts and vehicles.

EU CORDIS CPS PROJECTS                         



EU BOSCH CPS



Fraunhofer EU Projects



EU SIEMENS                                                                   

30 OCTOBER 2013



The 1 millisecond impact                                                                   



EU EIT ICT LAB                                                             

VTT

Budapest University of Technology and Economics

DFKI

Ericsson

FBK

Fortiss

Royal Institute of Technology KTH

SICS

Siemens

Technical University of Berlin

Technical University of Munich

TNO

University of Bologna

University of Trento

http://www.eitictlabs.eu/innovation-areas/cyber-physical-systems/

CPS-specific extension of sensor-net 

test-beds for the development, testing and 

evaluation of cyber-physical applications

Demonstrator for water-cycle management 

Methods & tools addressing the engineering of 

complex CPS 

Reference architecture for medical applications 



German Industry Initiative                                                                

Corporate Steering Committee



Industrie 4.0 Automation                                                                 



work in

progress



Andy Grove 1st-Gen, Hungary

KPCB



US Population by Ancestry US Census Bureau, 2010

Should we analyze demographics coupled with ancestry to predict market trends ?Should we analyze demographics coupled with ancestry in order to account for cultural bias and 

role of behavorial genetics when modeling parameters necessary to predict market potential ?
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Future-Ready 
Fiction

Please download this book from

http://tinyurl.com/SD-86935

THANK YOU



Back to the Future

Observing the Changing World Around Us



Pursuit of Ideas …
• I am pursuing a convergence of ideas (partially expressed in the papers below) related to the 

potential arising out of the diffusion of the Internet of Things (IoT). In addition to IoT, the growth of 
the industrial internet may lead to positive global developments including the following -

– better connectivity and transparency of processes linked to humans and objects which may 
unleash potentially  game-changing outcomes that may induce new lines of business growth, 
economic growth and create new jobs in distinctly non-traditional areas still unknown to us  

– broad spectrum of data and interoperability standards may [a] bridge syntactic and semantic 
incompatibility due to proprietary data dictionaries [b] create global platforms for connectivity, 
eg, healthcare EHR/EMR/devices interoperability platform [c] intelligent predictive analytics to 
influence or improve dynamic events or transactions at the core and the edge which may or may 
not be human-assisted eg automating the digital supply chain network 

– analytics and diagnostics will catalyze real-time and run-time feedback loops to [a] improve 
efficiency, [b] strengthen cybersecurity and [c] enhance data driven decision support in human-
aided environments (human-robot interactions) and autonomous systems (land, sea, air, space) 

– Datta, S. (2008) Auto ID Paradigm Shifts from Internet of Things to Unique Identification of Individual Decisions in System of Systems. Supply Chain Europe 17 38-43 

(May-June 2008)  http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/41900 ▪ http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/57508 • MIT Engineering Systems WPS 

http://esd.mit.edu/WPS/2008/esd-wp-2008-09.pdf

– Datta, S., Granger, C. W. J., Barari, M. and Gibbs, T. (2007) Management of Supply Chain: an alternative modeling technique for forecasting. Journal of the Operational 

Research Society 58 1459-1469 http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/41906

– Datta, S., et al (2003) Adaptive Value Network (Chapter 1 in Evolution of Supply Chain Management: Symbiosis of Adaptive Value Networks and ICT (Information 

Communication Technology).  www.wkap.nl/prod/b/1-4020-7812-9?a=1



Predictions …

An expert is someone who can tell you exactly how it can’t be done.                            

Peter Diamandis ● www.diamandis.com

The telephone has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as a means of communication. 

The device is inherently of no value to us”

- Western Union internal memo (1876)

Heavier than air flying machines are impossible.

- Lord Kelvin (William Thomson), President of Royal Society of London (1895)

There is no reason for any individuals to have a computer in their home.

- Ken Olsen, President, Chairman and Founder of DEC (1977)



… in my story “Sally,” published in 1953, I described computerized cars that had almost 

reached the stage of having lives of their own. And, in the last few years, we indeed 

have computerized cars that can actually talk to the driver … (Asimov in Robot Dreams)

www.cnn.com/2014/08/01/tech/social-media/hitchhiking-robot-hitchbot/index.html

http://vimeo.com/100845249

www.hitchbot.me



Think Different – Emergency Response and Resilience

GLENN THEODORE SEABORG
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Grand Challenges

William Taft visited Panama five times as Theodore Roosevelt's Secretary of War and 

twice as President Taft. He also hired John Stevens and later recommended Goethals.

Taft became president in 1909, when the construction of the canal was only at the 

halfway mark and remained in office for most of the remainder of the work. Goethals

later wrote that "the real builder of the Panama Canal was Theodore Roosevelt".

The following words of Theodore Roosevelt are displayed in the Rotunda of the 

Administration Building of The Panama Canal:

It is not the critic who counts, not the man who points out how the strong man 

stumbled, or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit 

belongs to the man who is actually in the arena; whose face is marred by dust and 

sweat and blood; who strives valiantly, who errs and comes short again and again; 

who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and spends himself in a 

worthy cause; who, at the best, knows in the end the triumph of high achievement; 

and who, at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place 

shall never be with those cold and timid souls who know neither victory nor defeat.



Dr Shoumen Palit Austin Datta ● shoumen@mit.edu ● shoumendatta@gmail.com ● http://bit.ly/S-Datta

In Praise of ImperfectionIn Praise of Imperfection


